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Grimes will serve
as Jefferson-Jackson
keynote speaker
June 20 at MS1.1

County Judge-Executive Elkins
to lobby for open Ky. primaries

Staff Report

6 00 1 630

The
Calloway
County
Democratic Party announced
late Saturday night that current
Kentucky Secretary of State
Alison Lundergan Grimes will
provide the keynote address for
the annual Jefferson-Jackson
Dinner at Murray State
University.
The event is set for 6 p.m.,
June 20 inside the Ballroom of
the Curris Center. Tickets are
$30 per person if paid by June
16 ($35 each if paid after June
16). If you would like to sponsor a table, the cost is $25.
Grimes is no stranger to
Murray, having spoken at this
event last year and having
made several appearances in the
Calloway County town in the
past two years. She is coming
off a lopsided victory in the
Democratic Party primary election for Kentucky United States
Senate about two weeks ago
and is now focused on what is
expected to be one of the closest-watched races in the
November general elections as
she attempts to unseat longtime
U.S.
Sen.
Mitch
McConnell, who is seeking his
sixth term in that office

By AUSTIN RAPASEY
Staff Writer

Calloway County saw a local Republican
primary race for county attorney. Only registered Republicans had a say in that race,
As this year's crop of election candidates
and, as is the case in any closed primary
narrow their focus on November's general
state, voters were given segregated ballots
election, one local official still has his
determined by their party registration.
sights set on last month's primary.
Elkins. however, an Independent voter,
Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry
had no say in either race, and any other
Elkins issued a release Friday calling on laws to prevent voters from being turned Calloway County resident registered in a
state officials to rethink Kentucky's away at the polls.
faction other than the Republican or
That's exactly why Elkins says he's makmethod of holding primaries — especially
Democratic parties would have been
he said, when the costly elections don't ing a stand for primary election reform. turned away from the polls.
This
election
season already, state senators
represent the entire electorate.
"My office and more to the point the poll
Kentucky joins 12 other states in the and representatives from states like New workers were really trying to answer quescountry with completely closed primaries, Mexico and Pennsylvania have called on tions and taking some verbal abuse for fol- •
which means voters may only nominate their legislative bodies to initiate change.
lowing the rules," Elkins said."A lot of the
For Elkins, he said it all began when the
candidates from the political party with
voters don't understand the primary syswhich they are affiliated. Of course, voting County Clerk's Office, poll workers.and -tem. People were asking who they could
laws even in national elections are deter- even he himself were itrundited sith vote for and who they couldn't vote for.
mined by each state individually,and many phone calls and emails about last month's
other states have hyper-specific election primary.
For the first time in more than a decade,
I See Page 2

Larry Elkins
Calloway Judge-Executive

By DAVID A. LIES
Associated Press
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo.(AP) - As President
Barack Obama prepares to announce tougher
new air quality standards, lawmakers in several
states already are trying to blunt the impact on
aging coal-fired power plants that feed electricity to millions of consumers.
The push against Obama's new carbon emission standards has been strongest in some states
that have large coal-mining industries or rely
heavily on coal to fuel their electricity. State
officials say the new federal regulations could
jeopardize the jobs of thousands of workers and
drive up the monthly electric bills of residents
and businesses.
It remains to be seen whether new measures
passed by the states will amount to mere political symbolism or actually temper what's expected to be an aggressive federal effort to reduce
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Kentucky is one of 12
states with completely
closed primaries

As carbon standards toughen,
coal-producing states take stand
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0 my God, incline thine
ear, and hear; open thine
eyes, and behold our desolations, and the city which is
called by thy name: for we do
not present our supplications
before thee for our righteousnesses. but for thy great
mercies.
— Daniel 918

the country's reliance on coal. But either way,
states likely will play a pivotal role, because federal clean air laws leave it up to each state to
come up its own plan for complying with the
emission guidelines.
The proposed Environmental Protection
Agency rules to be announced Monday could be
the first to apply to carbon dioxide emissions at
existing power plants. Coal is the most common
fuel source for the nation's electricity and, when
it's burned,is a leading source of the greenhouse
gasses that trap heat in the atmosphere and contribute to climate change.
Without waiting to see what Obama proposes,
governors in Kansas, Kentucky, Virginia and
West Virginia have signed laws directing their
environmental agencies to develop their own
carbon emission plans that consider the costs of

III See Page 2
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MSU alum Gose
prepares to run
across Kentucky
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
urray State University
alumnus Kevin Gose
is seeking to make a
statement this summer about
diabetes awareness.
At 42, and three years
removed from losing 60
pounds after his doctor warned
him that he was heading down
a dangerous path. Gose is
preparing for a journey that he
hopes will bring attention to
this matter. Starting June 25,
he will begin what he is billing
the Run Across Kentucky,

M

starting in the far east on the
banks of the Ohio River in
Ashland and ending 500-plus
miles later at the edge of the
Mississippi River in Hickman.
It is believed his route will
bring him back to the home of
his college alma mater,
Murray.on or about July 4.
"I am really doing a slight
zig-zag through Kentucky
more than directly across. I
will separate my day into 2
running sessions of 20 miles
each." Goes said by email earlier this week. He is a teacher
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

HE HAS THE ROOM'S ATTENTION: Murray attorney Sid Easley talks to a nearly
capacity crowd Sunday afternoon as he discusses his book "A Courthouse Tragedy:
Politics, Murder and Redemption in a Small Kentucky Town" at the Calloway County Public
Library. Easley's presentation served as the kickoff of the library's summer programming
that will continue through the end of July. The book chronicles the events surrounding the
1920s shooting death of Graves County Sheriff John Roach in Mayfield.
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MSU alum...

WEATHER
with a 50 percent chance of
scattered showers and thunderstorms, mainly before 5pm
High near 86 South southwest
wind around 8 mph
Partly
Night
Tuesday
cloudy Low around 70 South
southwest wind around 8 mph
Wednesday: Mostly sunny
High near 89
Wednesday Night: Partly
cloudy with a slight chance of
showers and thunderstorms
Low around 71
Thursday: Partly sunny with
a chance of showers and thunderstorms High near 86
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy with a chance of showers and thunderstorms Low
around 68
Friday: Partly cloudy with a
chance of showers and thunderstorms High near 84
Friday Night: Partly cloudy
with a chance of showers and
thunderstorms Low around
67
Saturday: Partly sunny with
a chance of showers and
thunderstorms. High near 86

Monday: Mostly cloudy with
a 50 percent chance of showers and thunderstorms. High
near 80 South wind 9 to 11
mph, with gusts as high as 18
mph
Monday Night: Mostly
cloudy with a 50 percent
chance of scattered showers
Low
and thunderstorms
around 69 South wind around
8 mph
Tuesday: Mostly cloudy

•Elkins...
From Front
After I answered two or three
calls. I knew I had to say something."
His release Friday came after
the first election he's had to sit
out since he first began voting,
he said. Last year, Elkins publicly left the Democratic party
and became an Independent.
"This is the fist time I've not
been able to vote in an election," he said. "There's something wrong with this."
Friday, Elkins spent part of the
day signing checks to pay for
the election from all 30 of
precincts.
Calloway's

Altogether. he said, the county's
dolling out $45,000 of tax payers' money for an election in
which not every taxpayer could
vote.
"Unless the state is going to
allow everyone to vote in the
primary, the political parties
should pay for their primaries
themselves."
Elkins said he encourages others to send their complaints
about Kentucky's primary to
email
via
him
judgelarry@murray-ky.net —
and he will forward them on to
state legislators.

at Bullitt Central High School
near Louisville and also serves
as the school's cross country
coach.
His quest in the name of diabetes awareness is expressed on
the website promoting the event
— runacrossky.com. There, he
said that he had become quite
overweight several years ago
and that was followed by a
series of life-changing events.
First, he said, his father,
already diagnosed with Type 2
diabetes, began having problems because of a medication
changes. Then his mother and
sister were both diagnosed,
leading to his own doctor issuing warnings about his own
health in 2010, basically telling
him he would be on insulin
treatments within a year.
Photo provided
So he returned to an activity
side of the
river
the
on
recently
he had once enjoyed — running. Kevin Gose sits on large rocks lining the Mississippi River
y.
Kentuck
Across
He had run cross country for floodwall at Hickman, where he hopes to finish his Run
William Byrd High School in
The cross-commonwealth run
"When we were scouting the Kentucky after several itinerant
Roanoke, Va., before coming to
designed as a fundraiser in the
is
nal
professio
and I years working in
MSU as a student and once he route, we stayed in Murray
against diabetes with prothe north theatre. I settled down in the fight
got moving, the result was a had a nice run through
from the activity going to
ceeds
many of
side of town and campus," Gose Louisville area where
Diabetes
dramatic weight loss.
American
the
got
and
"I graduated my MSU friends resided
Now, he is spreading the mes- said through email.
ion. To learn more
Associat
many
have
still
I
State in 1997 with married.
sage in a manner that enables from Murray
donating to the project.
and the love friends that I come back to about
Theatre,
in
degree
a
to
fond
crossky.org.
www.runa
him to return to a place
visit
of Murray brought me back to Murray to visit."
him.

Midwestern region, which oversees several states that rely precompliance at individual power dominantly on coal for their
plants. Similar measures recent- electricity, said he's unaware of
ly passed in Missouri and are that provision ever being used.
It's unlikely that the Obama
pending in the Louisiana and
administration would essentialOhio legislatures.
Missouri lawmakers went ly undercut its new carbon
even further in their defense of emission standards by granting
the coal industry. When activists widespread exceptions. said Bill
proposed a ballot initiative bar- Becker. executive director of
ring local tax breaks for St. the National Association of
Louis-based Peabody Energy, Clean Air Agencies, which repstate lawmakers quickly passed resents air pollution control
a measure banning such moves. agencies in 42 states and 116
Some states have specifically metropolitan areas.
If a state doesn't comply w ith
empowered local regulators to
develop emission plans that are EPA guidelines, the federal
less stringent than federal agency can create its own plan
guidelines. According to meas- for the state.
"This is not a standard that a
ures passed recently, the state
account
state then can willy-nilly
policies are to take into
of
cost"
ignore," Becker said. "It's going
nable
"unreaso
the
reducing emissions based on a to have to achieve at least that
plant's age and design and the standard or more. Period."
In many Midwestern states,
"economic impacts" of shutting
the drive to constrain the new
down particular power plants.
"The concern is that the feder- federal emission standards has
al standards - if they come out been supported by an electric
the way that most people expect industry that has a large finanthem to - are going to drive the cial stake in coal.
Kansas Gov. Sam Brownback
cost of electricity up for every
single consumer in the state," held a ceremonial signing in
said Missouri state Rep. Todd April. for legislation allowing
the state to set "flexible" stanRichardson, a Republican.
of dards for carbon dioxide emispercent
Eighty-three
Missouri's electricity comes sions. He held the event in
from coal-fired power plants, Holcomb at the proposed site of
the fifth highest percentage a new $2.8 billion, coal-fired
nationally behind West Virginia, power plant being pursued by
and Sunflower Electric Power Corp.
Wyoming
Kentucky.
The legislation "is an effort by
Indiana.
ns
regulatio
to be able to handle issues at
us
Federal emission
already allow flexibility for the state level, instead of being
states if they can demonstrate dictated, one size fits all, nationcosts would be unreasonable for ally," Brownback said. ,He
particular facilities. But a added: "We will see how: effecspokesman for the EPA's tive it is."
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southbound lane of highway. No more information was available at press time.

From Front
McConnell is also the current
minority leader in the Senate.
Grimes, though. will not be
the only person in the house that
night with star power as Adam
Edelen, the current Kentucky
state auditor who is expected to
announce soon his intentions of
running for Kentucky governor's seat in 2015, is also confirmed to appear in Murray.
Edelen is also quite familiar
with this community, having
made several visits during his
term, including as keynote
speaker for the Murray State
Young Democrats annual dinner
in 2013.
Also confirmed is another frequent visitor to this event.
Kentucky State Treasurer Todd
Hollenbach, who will be vacating that office when his term
ends in 2015. It is not known
what his political aspirations
will be once that time does

come.
A press release from the
Calloway Democratic Party also
said that an invitation has been
extended to current Kentucky
Attorney General Jack Conway.
who also has spoken at the dinner several times, but, as of.
Saturday, no confirmation had
been received for him.
To provide everyone an
opportunity to visit with
acquaintances and bid on a wide
array of silent auction items, a
social hour is scheduled to start
at 6 p.m Dinner will be served
at 7.
In addition, this event also
includes the naming of the
Democrat of the Year, as chosen
by the Calloway Democratic
Party. For more information,
contact Kathy Jo Stubblefield at
270-753-3187 or 270-559-3625
or online at kjstubb(ci apex .net.

Instead of Certificates of Deposit, ask about a Single Premium Deferred Annuity
with a First-Year Interest Bonus from Woodmen of the World.

Ms. Vickery is a nationally recognized, Board
Certified Hearing Instrument Specialist. She is
the past President of the Hearing Aid
Association of Kentucky, current Vice-Chair
of the National Board for Certification in
Hearing Instrument Sciences, CEO of the
Mid-America Conference on Hearing, and
a member of the International
Hearing Society.

June initial guaranteed interest rates are:

4.40%

Payable on a certificate
with annuity values of
$10,000-$24,999

Payable on a certificate
with annuity values of

$25,000-$99,999

Payable on a certificate
with annuity values of
$100,000-$499,999

May The initial interest rate of 4 15% is guaranteed for the first certificate year and includes a first
• The rates apply to certificates issued in
this initial rate is payable on a certificate with annurty values of 510.000 $24,999 The initial interest rate of
of
300%
bonus
interest
year-only
and includes a first-year-only interst bonus 300% This initial rate is payable on a certificate
440% is guaranteed for the first certificate year
interest rate of 460% is guaranteed for the first certificate arid includes a first-year-only
yvrth annuity values of $25,000 $99.99g The initial
with annurty values of V00,000-1099,999 After the first certificate year a
a
interest bonus of 300% This initial rate is payable on certificate
i 00% is guaran
ce,
ondary interest rate of 1 00% is guaranteed until the end of the surrender charge period, and a minimum mterst rate of
set monthly by Woodmen of the World and will never be lower than those guaranteed Call for
teed thereafter Renewal interest rates are
values Product may not be available wi all states Contact a Woodmen of the World field
current rates on certificates with higher annuity
for you Membership is part of eligibility
Representative to fond out if this product is right
• .7ertificate 79f XX 0707
Secondary guaranteed interst rates through surrender charge period is 1.0014.
Minimum guaranteed interest rate is 1.0014

If you have trouble hearing clearly...
we invite you to see Ms. Vickery and
find out if a hearing aid will help.

Elizabeth C. Vickery, BC-HIS
STONE-LANG CO.
OM.laisillItatim

Barry Newsome

WOODN1ENSt
41/kWORID

Field Representative
330 CC.Lowry Dr.
Murray. KY 42071

Woodmen of the World Life Insurance Society
Horne Office: Omaha. Nebraska
woodmon.org

270-804-I 175
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By LAURA POWERS
allowance (and the cap on purUK Agriculture Economics
chases), reaching the highest
Although the 2014 produc- limits in 2010. Beginning in
tion year is just getting under 2010, farmers could elect to
way and tax planning is not write off up to $500,000 of
weighing heavily yet on our qualifying capital purchases,
minds, farmers are facing at with a cap at $2.0 million of
least one significant tax rule total .purchases. These higher
change that could impact deci- limits had been extended
sions being made today. When through the 2013 tax year.
Congress
passed
the
Utilizing the Section 179
Agricultural Act of 2014 (the expense election became a
"Farm Bill") they did not valuable tax management tool
address the reduction of the by allowing farmers to expense
Section 179 expense election most or all of their capital purfor the purchase of farm assets
scheduled for 2014 (and later
years).
A farmer pays taxes based
on net returns for the year. Net
returns are calculated by the
difference between gross revenue and total expenses.
Generally speaking, expenses are the costs of those items
used to generate the gross
receipts, such as seed, chemiFarmers that have been
cal. labor, et cetera. But what
taking
advantage of the
about when a farmer purchases
a tractor, sprayer, tobacco
Section 179 expense
wagon. or puts up a new grain
election
should keep in
bin?
mind that it may, or
Those items are used in the
production process, but (hopemay not, be as benefifully) have a useful like of
cial to them in 2014 as
longer than one year. Instead of
it has been in the past. 1
expensing the entire purchase
cost of capital items in one
year, that cost is spread out
over a given number of years in chases thereby reducing net
order to more closely match the income. As a result, many of
expense of the item with its our farmers pushed more and
useful life. For most machinery more of their income into later
and grain bins, the defined use- years by accelerating the
ful life for tax purposes is depreciation expense.
either 5 or 7 yeLars.The sprehtiHowever, those increased
ing out ofthe-ixpense is depre-,.. hew* .-tipirel "and are
ciation.
Its;
now back to'thoSe aftablished
Although normal deprecia- in the permanent" law (a
tion for agriculture is already $25,000 write-off with a cap of
accelerated 1.5 times what $200.000 in total purchases).
other businesses are allowed,
This means that if a farmer
Section 179 of the Internal spends $225,000 or more in
Revenue Code allows for farm- capital purchases, there is no
ers to accelerate even more of accelerated write-off for them
their depreciation expenses.
and the costs of those capital
The permanent Section 179 items will be expensed over
law allows for farmers to be their tax life. Farmers should
able to write-off up to $25,000 also keep in mind that these
of qualifying capital purchases, levels could change.
so long as total capital purchasCongress could extend last
es do not exceed $200,000.
year's provisions or they could
If the $200,000 threshold is set new provisions.
exceeded, then the allowable
These changes could be
write-off is reduced dollar for made later this year, or they
dollar for what was spent over could make changes early in
the threshold.
2015 and make them retroThus,if total purchases were active for 2014 (as they did
$210.000. the producer could when they passed the "fiscal
only use $15,000 of accelerated cliff' bill in January 2013 that
depreciation. The remaining changed tax rules for 2012).
cost of those items (after the
Unfortunately, we do not
$25,000 is expensed) goes on know if this issue will be
the depreciation schedule and addressed. Furthermore, if it is,
is depreciated in the normal we do not know where they
manner. One additional re,stric- may set the allowances.
tion on the use of the Section
Farmers that have been tak179 allowance is that it cannot ing advantage of the Section
be used to create a net loss for 179 expense election should
the farm.
keep in mind that it may, or
Several years ago,the feder- may not, be as beneficial to
al government began increas- them in 2014 as it has been in
ing the amount of Section 179 the past few years.

U.S. Dept. of Ag
says spring wheat
prices rising
The ASSOCIATED PRESS
FARGO. N.D.(AP) — The
U.S. Agriculture Department
says preliminary spring wheat
prices in North Dakota are up
26 cents from the previous
month.
The North Dakota office of
Agriculture
National
the
Statistics Service says the price
in May was $6.75 a bushel.
Durum wheat, at $6.70 a
bushel.decreased II cents from
April. and winter wheat, at
$6.65 a bushel, increased 28
cents over the month.
The preliminary all sunflower price, at $23.40 per hundredweight, is up $1.20 from
last month.
The Ag Department says the
price for soybeans, at $13.10
per bushel, is unchanged.
Corn increased 4 cents from
the previous month to $4.05 per
bushel.

AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times

Flowers at the Arboretum at Murray State University are shown above growing strong in late-spring heat. Calloway
County
Cooperative Extension Agriculture Agent Matt Chadwick says that's partly due to strong soil make up without compaction..
Compaction transforms soil into an unfriendly growing environment for plants.

By MATT CHADWICK
Agriculture/Natural Resources Agent
Gardening season is in full force with
the threat of frost now behind us. It's a
good time to think about your soil.
Soil compaction creates an unfriendly
growing environment for plants and is a
serious problem for many home gardeners.
However, it is relatively easy to prevent.
Compaction transforms soil into a difficult environment for plant growth by making it harder for roots, water and soil to
penetrate the ground.
Major causes are working the soil when
it is too wet. foot traffic and excessive
rototiller use.
To reduce this prOlem, it is best to
avoid working in the garden or walking in

it when the soil is too wet. Squeeze a handful of soil and if it forms a muddy ball,
rather than crumbling when you open your
hand. stay out of the garden area.
Walk between plants and rows in the
garden area to reduce compaction in primary plant growth areas.
Excessive rototiller use destroys soil
structure and promotes compaction. When
compaction takes place in a dense soil
structure, it also makes root growth more
difficult.
A little hand hoeing, rather than a
rototiller, may be all you need to do to
eliminate a few weeds.
It usually causes less. soil damage than
repeated rototilling and is less.harmful to
the earthworms that help aeratettii

You also can use mulch to control weeds
instead of tilling. A 2- to 3-inch layer of
mulch relieves the pressure of walking on
the soil, reducing the degree of compaction.
However special care should be taken to
ensure that the mulch does not come in
contact with young plants.
Contact
Matt
Chadwick. your
Agriculture and Natural Resources Agent
at the Calloway County Cooperative
Extension Service for more gardening
information.
Educational programs of the University
of KentucAtv,
,Vbeporative Extension
,
Service serve alt15eo-ple regardless of race,
color, aei,jesl4gion, disability or
national orign.

Easy-To-Handle Design At
Easy-To-Handle Prices
wvvw toro I 0111

Ono Monthly

Interest for 48
Months'I

Ti m eC utter SS

Starting at
2499
• 3-in-i cutting

system
• Automatic braking system
• Exclusive Smart Speed
Control
• Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines

MURRAY HOME bi AUTO, INC.
976 CHESTNUT ST

MURRAY

270-753-2571

United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County
• Helping tamilies understand their budgets and
finances
* Combating youth's use
of alcohol, tobacco and
drugs
I

• Offer applies only to urivie ieceist qualifying purchases. Offal veld on Tort Timer utters, TITANs and L(E Equrpment. A pions° tie mil
be chargedand included on the promo purchase balance equal to '99 for purchases of '2,000 or more. No monthly interest will he
chargedon promo purchase balance Cmdi
clung related promo fee)and fixed monthly payments are required equal to I) 2.0811%, 2)
2.38 0%,or 3)5.S558% of untoal promo ',urchin* amount until promo n paid in foil The lined monthly payment wilt be rounded to the
neat highest whole dollar and may be hitter than the Metimunt payment that would be required if the purchase was a non-prorrsotional
purchase. Regular account terms apply
non promotional purchases. tar new accounts Purchase APR is 21.999/
1
4 Mimmum Monthly
interest Charge is '1. Existing cardholders should see their credit card agreement for they applicable terms. Suthect to credit approval.

See dealer ortneo.cbm(lora ca tor Canadian residents)log warranty details. Product oalabaity. pricing b *anal promonom are subfect to dealer options.
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Ladies of Murray Country Club

DATEBOOK

7lir4ciay

Sierra Club will meet

Murray Country Club Ladies Golf regular play resumed on
Wednesday, May 28, with Cheryl Pittman as hostess. The low score
for 18 holes was Gwen Mathis while Janet Brown and Pam Smith
tied for low putts. Sue Overbey had the low score for the nine
holers. Joyce Houston and Pat Miller tied for low puts in the nine
hole group. The Hart Tournament is scheduled for June 4, at 9 a.m.
It is a two lady scramble with lunch provided after play. For more
information, call the Murray Country Club Pro Shop. 270-7539430.

Horoscope

Shelly Morris. The Nature Conservanc)
Western Kentucky Project Director, will make
presentation at the Great Rivers Group of the
Sierra Club Wednesday, June 4, at 7 p.m. in
room 119 of the Biology Building on the campus of Murray State University. Morris is a
graduate of Murray State University and the
University of Louisville.

Datebook

by Jacqueline Bigar

will be quite impressed by your
ability to respond even when
you're worn out. Tonight: Allow
the conversation to continue.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You might see a financial situation developing that
makes you quite uncomfortable
and insecure. Get advice from
someone you trust who is in the
know. Don't act until you feel
sure of yourself. For now, stay
on the alert. Tonight: Treat a
friend to dinner.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might feel as if you
are on a roll, yet you still hit your
share of obstacles. Your ability
to move past a restriction will
delight the others involved. A
general sense of well-being
allows more give-and-take.
Don't let a family member rain on
your parade. Tonight: As you like
of
The Stars Show the Kind
Ehde-Beth Parrish
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; it.
22)
-Sept.
23
(Aug.
VIRGO
Ehde-Beth Parrish will celebrate her 90th birthday Saturday. June
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so: *** Be an observer. This
from 1-3 p.m. at the Benton First United Methodist Church.845
7,
I -Difficult
action will allow greater give641 Spur, Benton.
KY
You
future.
near
and-take in the
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
Mrs. Parrish was born June S. 1924 in Niagara Falls, New York,
might be trying to assess the
**** You could choose to let integrity of someone you deal
and grew up on a farm in nearby Grand Island. After graduating
a problem hold you back, or you with on a daily level. Understand
married Lt.
might choose to bypass it. You that you have no way of deter- from Bryant and Stratton Business Institute in 1943.she
initially won't know what is best mining what the end results Thomas Squyres in 1945. As a World War II military bride,she lived
for you Make an adjustment to could be. Tonight: Say little for in Germany; Denver, Colorado; Rapid City. South Dakota: Reno.
your schedule, and you will be now.
Nevada; Rantoul, Illinois; Selma. Alabama; Wichita, Kansas;
drawn to the idea that allows you LIBRA(Sept 23-Oct 22)
Roswell, New Mexico; Portsmouth, New Hampshire; San Antonio.
on.
the greatest self-expressi
**** You might be more in
El Paso,Texas.
Tonight, Let the party go on
touch with what a group of Amarillo and
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
She is the mother of four children,Thomas Squyres, Jr. of Dallas.
friends wants than you are with
**** You know how to deal what you need Pull back some, Texas; Gerald Squyres of Woodsboro,Texas; Cindy Price of League
with people effectively, yet when and allow others to respond
and Becky Wojciechowski of Murray.
it comes to a roommate you hit a Though you might not always be City.Texas
1995,she married Samuel Ernest Parrish of Benton
18.
Nov.
On
Be
whole slew of problems
delighted by what you hear you
more forthright in how you han- could be quite content at this,. After his passing in 2006,she moved to Murray. where she currentdle a problem Understand that juncture Tonight All smiles
ly resides.
there is likely to be a reaction, no SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
She worked at Bell Aircraft, as a church and elementary school
matter what path you might **** You might be too
in Civil Service at Elsworth Air Force Base and as an
secretary,
choose. Tonight, Make nice.
focused on the conclusion of a
truck driver. She volunteered for organizations such
wheel
eighteen
20)
21-June
(May
GEMINI
problem Loosen up and drop
**** You might be very tired the uptight exterior You will be as Boy Scouts,Girl Scouts, United Way.Food Pantry and many othand want to try something differ- delighted by how others respond ers.
ent. Your ability to manage and to a more relaxed you On some
In addition to being a wonderful wife, mother, grandmother and
solve a problem will come to the level, you also could be uncomgreat-grandmother, she has traveled extensively with the Wally
attention of several people. They fortable with this new change
Byam Caravan Club. She has chased UFO's, allowed salamanders
Tonight Burn the midnight oil
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. in her refrigerator, stuffed cars, pulled taffy, fed polar bears, ridden
21)
the bull at Mickey Gilley's and many other adventures.
**** Detach, and tension will
Help us celebrate this incredible woman's birthday. No gifts
melt away You could have diffi,,b)bialt
donation to her church would be appreciated.
E.,it 41.
culty seeing a matter the same please, but a
way someone else sees it You
HAPPENINGS
can't seem to understand this
by Annita Peeler
person's logic Accept it anyway,
We enjoyed a very nice Memorial Day
and his or her response easily
holiday at Hickory Woods. The grilled
could change. Tonight: Meet
hot dogs with all the trimmings tasted
friends at a new spot.
good but the homemade yanilla ice cream
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Special to the Ledger
Heaster and they reside in
with fresh strawberry topping was even
*** You might want to rethink
Altoona, Pennsylvania. She is a
in
then
lunch
after
nap
Latimer
a
better_ We took
Marie
Shawn
a personal matter during a talk
of Murray High
the afternoon we played COM hole on the
graduate
and
Robert
of
with a trusted confidant. Heaster, daughter
front porch while some of us rocked and
School.
totala
has
person
this
and
Hopefully
Murray
of
Spann
Katherine
watched. We don't want to forget what
ly different perspective to offer. the late Johnny L. Latimer,
the holiday is all about and we want to
You might decide to open up to
say a special thank you to all who have
from
graduated
even more people in order to recently
served in our military'.
University.
State
Pennsylvania
choice.
educated
an
We appreciate Trish Barton from West
make
Kentucky Allied Services who came out
Tonight: In the moment.
Heaster received a bachelor's
for
and talked to us about how to prepare
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
in human development
degree
our physician visits. She suggested taking
**** Youll see an associate and family studies and graduatour medications for the physician to see
try to negotiate his or her way
and writing down important questions we
through a problem. You might ed magna cum laude.
may forget to ask. It was a very informaWhile at Pennsylvania State,
gain a better sense of what this
tive and helpful session.
could
You
are.
priorities
person's
was a member of the
Heaster
County
Calloway
the
from
Sandy Linn
feel as if you are finally gaining a Human Development Family
Library with our "Hickory Nuts" book
new perspective of this person.
,lub was here this week for our book disAssociation, Kappa
Be open to a conversation. Studies
cussion. We love a good hook and it is
Nu Honor Society,
Omicron
Tonight: Just do not be alone.
very interesting discussing books with
our group. Sandy always brings refreshPISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
Alpha Sigma Lambda Honor
ments to enjoy after our discussion.
**** You'll read into a situa- Society and also received a
On Wednesday afternoon we took off
tion much more than others will. 2013-14 non-traditional student
to the movies This week we saw the
You understand people's motivavery
a
was
Million Dollar Arm which
Don't allow someone's crit- recognition award for her acations.
good "clean- movie. It seems there are
icisms get to you. Be willing to demic achievements.
very few movies anymore that us 'older'
reveal more of your values in a
Heaster plans to pursue a
generation enjoys. We all stayed awake
conversation. You can be career in the health and human Shawn Heaster
during the whole movie which says it is
strong-willed when you need to
worth going to see
services profession.
be. Tonight: Take a walk
On Thursday we loaded up the van and
She is married to Adam
day
The
Aurora.
in
took off to Brews
Please support the...
and it W2.% pleasant sitting out on

BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
Tuesday,June 3,2014:
This year you often see what
others don't. They have no way
of understanding what they cannot grasp. Explanations will
need to be made,and you are the
person for the job. If you are
single, you are likely to meet
someone from midsummer on.
This person could light up your
life. If you are attached, your
emotional bond becomes much
stronger after spring. Others
might think you are newlyweds
by the way you act. You will
enter one of the more romantic
periods in your life. LEO always
has the capacity to make you
smile.

...Where priceless
memories are made.
64 Uttribeck ltd. • Murray, Kg
791-8700 • 14N-2314014
Phew

Hugh EL
died at II:
Care. May

Johnsc

meet
Temple Hill Masonic Lodge will
its regular

meeting
Temple Hill 276 Masonic Lodge will hold
Tuesday. June 3. A meal will be served at 6 p.m. followed by the
meeting at 7 p.m. Master Jeff Kirks urges all master masons to
attend.

Confederate memorial service planned are

Confederate Memorial Day and Jefferson Davis' birthday
June 3. which is a legal state holiday in Kentucky. Fort Heiman
Camp #1834.Sons of Confederate Veterans, will celebrate this holiday with a memorial service Tuesday.June 3,at 7 p.m.on the court
square in Murray at the Confederate monument.

Gardener's Toolbox class to be held

Master Gardeners Charles Frazier and Victor Waldrop will present a program on vegetable gardening at the Purchase Area Master
Gardener's Toolbox class Tuesday, June 3, at the McCracken
County Extension Office, 2705 Olivet Church Road,Paducah, at 5
p.m. This program is free to the public and no registration is
required.

Training meeting planned

There will be a training meeting Tuesday. June 3,at the Calloway
County Board of Education at 6 p.m. This meeting will consist of
board member-S. Interim Superintendent Steve Hoskins and representatives from the Kentucky School Board Association. The topic
of discussion is the Superintendent's evaluation report.

Summer school to be offered

Calloway County High School will offer summer school for
CCHS students from Monday. June 9. through Monday, June 23.
Students can pick up information and register in the Library Media
Center. For more information, contact Mrs. Spiceland in the guidance office at 270-762-7374 ext. 106 or ext. 135.

FUMC to hold women's celebration
United Methodist Women of First United Methodist Church invite
ladies of all ages to attend the 2014 Women's Celebration Unplugged. There will be a potluck dinner Wednesday, June 4 at 6
p.m. in the gym of the church. A nursery for infants to three years
will be provided. For more information, contact Carol Finn 270761-4584.

Scott Family Reunion to be held

Descendants of Willie and 011k Scott and Alvin and Tempie Scott
will have a family reunion Sunday, June 8 at the George Weaks
Community Center. A potluck lunch will be at 12:30 p.m. For any
questions. contact Johnny Scott 270-293-2469.

TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC
Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are
welcome. For more information call Sheila at 270-227-1723

Good Life to offer cruise
Additional space has been acquired by The Murray Bank Good
Life for their trip planned for October 10 - 18. This trip includes an
overnight stay in New York City as well as a seven night cruise on
the Norwegian Gem stopping at several ports in Canada and the
U.S. including Halifax, St. John, Bar Harbor. Boston and Newport.
For more information, contact Brenda Sykes, 270-767-3338 or
email bsykes@themurraybank.com.

.1. American
Red Cross
Every Donation Brings Hope

Bazzell Cemetery donations needed

The Bazzell Cemetery, located on Bazzell Cemetery Road just
southwest of Coldwater, is in need of donations to help with the
upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations to Willis Sanders,8224 KY
121 N., Murray, KY 42071 or call 270-489-2212.

Bingo to be held Tuesdays at KoC
The public is invited to Bingo Night, held every Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. at the Knights of Columbus,332 Squire Road. Please note the
building is a non-smoking facility. For more information call Kevin
at 270-293-7061.

Celebrate Recovery to meet
Celebrate Recovery is a 12 step Christ-centered recovery meeting
program for anyone who struggles with hurts, habits or hang-ups.
Meetings are held every Tuesday night from 6:30-8 p.m. at Hope
Harbor Church,KY 94 E. For more information call 270-753-6695.
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Bible School to be at Grace Baptist
Vacation Bible School will be Monday. June 2 through Friday.
June 6. from 6-8:30 p.m at Grace Baptist Church.
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The Calloway County High School
Council will meet in the Calloway County High School front office
conference room Wednesday. June 4,at 9 a.m.

Heaster graduates from
Pennsylvania State University

20s
Our summer is off and running and we
are looking forward to whatever lemise
and Mitzi plan for us next week
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The Murray Woman's Club will have its
Martha
meeting Monday,June 2, at 6:30 p.m. at
board
Andrus,
Finney
the club house. In addition to the board meetCommunity
ing, all incoming officers and all outgoing offieditor
cers should attend an officer training at 5:45
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was nice
the picnic table', and enjoying our Brews
burgers and milkshakes. We couldn't
have squeezed in one more person on the
van which made it more fun. Its amazing
how popular a little hamburger place in
Aurora. Kentucky can have so many fans.
It goes to prove if you serve good food
people will drive from everywhere logo
there
Since we've been eating all of these
hot dogs. burgers and ice s ream, we've
put on come extra pounds We now have
some new exercise equipment Hopefully.
a few minutes sweating on the treadmill
or hike will balance out all of our high
calorie foods
Shannon came out on Saturday 'WI we
could all get relaxed wnh a massage.
She's great to keep our muscles limber
and in good working order When you get
nut age everything doesn't work quite as
smoothly as it did when we were in our

4?
1,
4
uu.0,1F

I

The kickoff is a come and go event, so visit
anytime within these hours. Those who register for either the Adult or Teen Summer
Reading Programs will receive a free CCPL
tee shirt and cool registration prizes. Hot
dogs, chips and soft drinks will be served
11:00-12:30.

10:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.

If you cannot attend the kickoff, registration will continue through lune 14 No registration will be accepted
after this date. CC!'! tee shirts and registration prizes
will be distributed to registrants while supplies last.
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Hugh Edward 'Shorty' Johnson
Hugh Edward "Shorty" Johnson, 86, of Murray, Kentucky,
died at 11:45 a.m. Friday. May 30, 2014 at Green Acres Health
Care, Mayfield, Kentucky.
Funeral services will be at 10 a.m. Monday,
June 2, 2014 at Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home with burial to follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
He was born Aug. 24, 1927 in Calloway
County, Kentucky, to Tannie and Obera Jones
Johnson.
He was a member of Kirksey United
Methodist Church. He was retired from the
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant after 32 years.
Johnson
He served in the United States Air Force during
World War II.
He was preceded in death by his parents; his
first wife of 53 years, Hazel Record Johnson;
sisters, Elizabeth Watson, Sue Outland and
Betty Williams and brothers James "Jim"
Johnson and Joe Pat Johnson.
Mr. Johnson is survived by his children. Mike Johnson of
Thailand, Gary Johnson, Karen Coleman and husband Mike and
Lynne Fortner and husband Donald, all of Murray; a sister,
Wilma Wiser and husband Ed of Murray; a brother, Charles D.
Johnson of Murray; four grandchildren, Candy, Mischelle,
Dusty and Brandy; seven great-grandchildren; two great-great
grandchildren; his wife,Pam Saddoris Johnson and her children,
Joe Russell Saddoris and friend Haley White of Murray and
Mitchell Ray Saddoris of Murray; along with several nieces and
nephews.
Online
condolences
may
be
left
at
ww.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements.

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
An alleged jury-duty scam that did result
in at least one reported attempted solicitation about a month ago in Calloway County
may now be in operation a few counties to
the north.
The McCracken County Sheriff's Office
said it received multiple complaints
Saturday and again Sunday that someone
identifying himself with the sheriff's office
was tellililiteivers of the calls that a warrant had been issued for their arrests for
missing jury duty. This is the same type of
language of a scam for which Calloway
County Sheriff Bill Marcum and Calloway
County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins both
were issuing warnings in April after being
notified by Hardin County authorities that
the scam had been quite prevalent there and
may be moving west.
The day The Ledger & Times was collecting information for a story on the matter,
Calloway Circuit Court Clerk Linda Avery
reported that one of her jurors had, in fact,
received a call from the reported scammer.
So far, that has been the only report of
such activity in the immediate MurrayCalloway County area, it was reported.
"It's just a hit-or-miss thing. If they're not
getting any bites in one area, they will move
on to another area, and that seems to be

°grams
nt, so visit
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a free CUT
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tration will
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Aeration prizes
supplies last.

0-753-2288

complicated." Elkins said back in April.
"Sometimes. though. it's the simple ones
that you wouldn't think could cause a lot of
trouble that end up being the most successful scams.The McCracken situation also seems a bit
tougher to track as a phone number that
receivers apparently were able to obtain
through their caller-identification capabilities results in a recording. That recording
tells the caller that he has reached the
McCracken County Sheriff's Office.
Upon notification of the Calloway juror
being contacted. Avery said that person also
said that the caller's number was kept via
caller ID and Avery called that number
twice, receiving no answer.
In that case. Avery said the number in
question had an area code that was from
well outside of Kentucky. The McCracken
office is reporting that the scam it is investigating utilizes a 270 are code, indicating that
the source is local.
Marcum reiterated Sunday that anyone
who receives a call from either this alleged
scam or other scams should contact law
enforcement as soon as possible. As far as
the jury-duty scam,anyone believing he has
been solicited should call the Calloway
Circuit Court Clerk's Office at 270-7532773 or CCSO at 270-753-3151.
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Iris Marie Winkler,59 of Benton, Kentucky,died Friday. May 30,
2014. at Lourdes hospital in Paducah.
She was born Tuesday, March 1.1955 in Huntingburg,Indiana and
was a retired registered nurse from Marshall County Hospital in
Benton. She attended St. Leo Catholic Church in Murray.
She was preceded in death by her father, Cecil Eldred Winkler.
Surviving are her mother, Mary Frances (Merkley) Winkler of
Benton: three brothers, Mark Anthony Winkler and wife Jill of
Benton, Michael Joseph Winkler and wife Lori of Paducah and
Faren Robert Winkler and wife Verna of Jasper. Indiana; one sister.
Vicki Ann Osborne and husband Thomas of Lone Oak; six nephews
and three nieces.
Graveside services at the Old St. Joseph Catholic Cemetery in
Jasper will be schedule for a later date.
No public visitation is scheduled.
The family has entrusted her care to the Collier Funeral Home.
Inc., of Benton.

you were willing to do to go to said to have sent to his parents independently authenticate the
that length," Bob Bergdahl said, that suggest he was disillusioned emails.
fighting back tears during a with America's mission in
Bergdahl's parents declined to
press conference in Boise.
Afghanistan, had lost faith in the take any questions at the press
"And 1 think you have suc- U.S. Army's mission there and conference, but they spoke
ceeded," he added.
was considering desertion. about what they anticipate will
Parents Bob and Jani Bergdahl Bergdahl told his parents he was be a long healing process as
didn't elaborate on what his "ashamed to even be American." their son reintegrates into
comments meant.
The Associated Press could not American society.
The circumstances surrounding Bergdahl's capture remain
something of a mystery. There
has been some speculation that
he willingly walked away from
his unit, raising the question of
1001 Whitnell .%se.• Murray. KY 42071-1040
whether he could face charges.
Phone(270)753-1916 • Fax (270)753-1927
In 2012, Rolling Stone magazine quoted emails Bergdahl is
Mon.- Fri. 8:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.• Closed Sat.& Sun.
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v. theittchurchillfuneralhome.com

Iris Marie Winkler

what's happening here," Marcum said
Sunday, urging residents in the community
to remain alert when they answer their
phones.
"Just because we're hearing it out of
McCracken right now, that doesn't mean
they won't try again here,so we need people
to be careful. They're just a phone call
away."
From the McCracken agency's report, it
does appear the responsible party has
refined the plan of attack. Earlier, Marcum
and Elkins, former Murray police chief,
were explaining how they were hearing out
of Hardin County that the warrant had been
issued by the county judge-executive, which
is impossible in Kentucky because those
office holders no longer hold that power,
since in the mid-1970s with the introduction
of district courts.
In the McCracken calls' case, there is no
mention of the judge-executive. In the
Hardin and Calloway scams, the caller also
includes a threat of immediate arrest of the
receiver of the call if he attempts to contact
the judge-executive. However,the gist of the
scam does stay the same; the receiver of the
call is to provide some type of payment cash,credit card,etc. - to help his situation
in regards to fines or bond that will be associated with the warrant.
"This one doesn't seem like it's all that

through Friday.

6% 66

Dr. Artie E. Peacher died Thursday. May 29. 2014 at Vanderbilt
University Hospital in Nashville,Tennessee.
He was born JUly 23, 1953 in Clarksville and was a graduate of
the University of Tennessee Memphis College of Dentistry. He
was a member of the TDA. ADA, and the 8th District Dental
Society and was also an elder and member of the Bumpus Mills
Church of Christ.
He is preceded in death by his father. Joseph William Peacher,
and in-laws, Burke and Nadean Woodson.
Survivors include his mother, Ruby Peacher, Indian Mound:
wife, Connie Peacher, whom he married on June 18. 1976; sons,
Byron Peacher and wife Amanda of Murray. Kentucky and Adrian
Peacher of Dover; granddaughter, Anna Elizabeth Peacher of
Murray; brothers, Teddy Joe Peacher and wife Donna of
Huntsville. Ala., Terry Peacher and wife Jing of Clarksville and
William Peacher and wife Patricia of,Cadiz, Kentucky; sister,
Wanda Peacher of Dover; and brother-in-law, Marlon Woodson of
Nashville.
The funeral service will be at 2 pm Tuesday, June 3.2014 at the
Bumpus Mills Church of Christ in Bumpus Mills, Tennessee, with
Phil Dunn,Johnny Harris. and Ken Gossett to officiate. Burial will
follow in the Greenhill Cemetery in Bumpus Mills,TN.
Visitation will be from 3-8 pm Monday at the Bumpus Mills
Church of Christ and from 10 am until the time of service Tuesday.
Honorary Pallbearers will be Dr. Peacher's office family, Dr. Joel
Gaw, Debbie Kent, Lisa Glasgow, Patsy Wallace, Holli Dill,
Monica Shepherd, Amanda Peacher, Cynthia Evans. and the men
of the Bumpus Mills Church of Christ.
Pallbearers will be Larry Atkins, Wayne Anglin,Ted Gaw,Roger
Dale Cook, Ben Cook, Charlie Hancock. Don West, Sid Clark,
Roger Sills, Paul Z.ember. Dan Peacher. and Michael Cheatham.
Memorial donations may be made to the Bumpus Mills Church
of Christ P.O. Box 37 Bumpus Mills, TN 37028 or the Leukemia
and Lymphoma Society Donor Services 2104 BNA Dr. Nashville,
TN 37217.

Freed American soldier's parents say they're proud of son
BOISE. Idaho (AP) - The
father of an American soldier
just released from captivity in
Afghanistan said Sunday that he
is proud of how far his son, Sgt.
Bowe Bergdahl, was willing to
go to help the Afghan people.
Bob Bergdahl said he admired
his son's patience, perseverance
and ability to adapt during nearly five years as a prisoner of the
Taliban. Bowe Bergdahl was
freed Saturday in exchange for
five Guantanamo terrorism
detainees.
"But most of all, I'm proud of
how much you wanted to help
the Afghan people, and what

J.H. Churchill

Dr. Artie E. Peacher

Scam reported in Calloway surfaces in McCracken
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Gary Donald Hayden
Gary Donald Hayden,68 of Mayfield, Kentucky,died at 9:13 a.m.
Saturday at Lourdes hospital in Paducah.
He was a member of the St. Joseph Catholic Church in Mayfield
and a truck driver for Pilgrim's Pride.
He was preceded in death by his parents,011ie Eugene and Wilma
Wooten Hayden; and two brothers.
He is survived by a daughter, Renee Smith and husband Paul of
Kirksey; a son, Ryan Hayden and wife Ashley of Paducah; and three
grandchildren, Payton Smith of Paducah. Hayden Smith of Kirksey
and Jacob Smith of Kirksey.
A funeral mass will be held at 11 a.m., Wednesday at the St. Joseph
Catholic Church in Mayfield with The Rev. Eric Riley officiating.
Burial will follow in the St. Jerome Cemetery in Fancy Farm.
Friends may call from 5-8 p.m.. Tuesday at the Brown Funeral
Home in Mayfield. Prayers will be said at 6 p.m.. Tuesday at the
Brown Funeral Home.
The number oflimes published or the length ofone or more (q•the
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing (Jr space.

Adventure Tourism: National Trails
Day events in Kentucky June 7
Special to the Ledger
FRANKFORT,Ky..- National
Trails Day is an annual event
originally started by the
American Hiking Society to
encourage people to get outside
and enjoy their favorite trails.
This year. June 7 marks the
22nd anniversary of the first
National Trails Day, and there
are more than 2,000 events
across the country. There are
opportunities to do volunteer
Work and trail maintenance,
participate in guided hikes or
just explore a new trail, according to a Kentucky Tourism,Arts
and Heritage Cabinet news
release.
There are several events in
Kentucky. Popular destinations
like Land Between the Lakes
National Recreation Area and
the Red River Gorge have work
days planned. There are also
several options for guided hikes
at local and state parks and a
ribbon cutting ceremony for the
Big Hollow Trail at Mammoth
Cave National Park. To see
events registered with the
American Hiking Society, visit
its website at www.americanhiking.org.

There are more than 300
miles of trails in Kentucky State
Parks, and many of them have
special events planned for
National Trails Day. For those
who need some suggestions on
places to hike, check out the
new staff recommendations
online at www.parks.ky.gov.
Kentucky has thousands of
miles of trails to explore at
local, state and national parks.
National Trails Day is a great
chance to help out at your
favorite trail, find a new
favorite trail, or introduce
someone new' to the joys of hiking and being outside.
Visit the Office of Adventure
Tourism's
website
at
www.getoutky.com.
Share
some of your own Kentucky
Adventures with
us on
Fa ce book ,
www.facebook.comIKYOutdoo
rAdventure, and on Twitter at
www.twitter.com/kyadventures!
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Notice

An or nance
amending Ordinance Number 794 of the City of
Murray Code of Ordinances so as to zone a 14.939
acre tract located on the East side of Robertson Road
South, identified as a portion of PVA Parcel
ie
033-0-0038 owned by Justin Phillips and Stephan
Phillips as R-2.
e.is Bill Wells
Mayor
Attest
&'S June Batts
City Clerk
Summary Prepared By: Warren Hopkins
Attorney of the City of Murray
An r.inance amen
ing Ordinance Number 794 of the City of Murray
land
Code of Ordinances so as to re-zone the tracts of
located at 1401, 1403, 1405, 1407, 1409, and 1415
Poplar Street and 201, 203, and 205 South 15th
Street and a vacant tract of land identified as PVA
Parcel 04-4-4A owned by Andy Gupton, Johnny
Miller, Dan Dolack. Albert Zimmerman, Emily
Zimmerman, Patrick Howell and Terry Issacs from
R-2 (Single-Family Residential i to R-4 (Multi-Family
Residential/
gt1Waiy
"j311M-

Public Notice
Notice is hereby given hat Martin and Bayley.
Inc., 1311A W. Main St eet, Carmi, IL 62821has
filed an application with the Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection Cabinet to extend
an existing 7'x14' concrete box culvert 128 feet_
The area is located on the east side of N. 12th
Street (U.S. Hwy. 641) near the lighted intersecof
tion to Walmart and approximately 1,300 north
in
ction
interse
Street
12th
TV_
121
Hwy.
KY
Murray, KY and more specifically located at the
adjacent lot on the north side of Culvers
Restaurant The said culvert drains to Bee Creek
Any comments or objections concerning this
n
application shall be directed to: Kentucky Divisio
of Water, Surface Water Permit Branch,
Floodplain Management Section, 200 Fair Oaks
Lane. Frankfort. Kentucky 40601. Phone:(502)

Attest:
tiVii June Band
City Clerk
Summary Prepared By: Warren Hopkins
Attorney of the City of Murra
Ordinance Number 2014-1641 An Ordinance adopting the City of Murray's annual budget for the period
July 1, 2014 through June 30, 2015 for the general
fund, cemetery fund; alcoholic beverage control;
municipal ad tax fund; E-911 fund; court award
fund; local government economic assistance fund;
Murray Natural Gas System: Murray water and
sewer system; Murray storm water system; sanitaby
tion. transfer station, and central garage division
estimating revenues and appropriating lunch,for the
operations of the City government.
s's Bill _Wells
Mayor
Attest:
sis June Batts
City Clerk
Summary Prepared By. Warren Hopkins of Murray
Attorney for the City
Ordinance Number 2014-1634 An Ordinance annexing a 14.939 acre tract located on the East side of
Robertson Road South. identified as a portion of PVA
Parcel 003-0-0038 owned by Justin Phillips and
Stephanie Phillips and contiguous with the present
city limits.
as

Bill Wells
Mayor

Attest
WA June Batts
City Clerk
Summary Prepared By: Warren Hopkins
Attorney for the City of Murray
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Subscriptions
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I
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I Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Time*
P.O. Bos 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916
a.

FOSTER parent onen
tation: Interested in
becoming a foster parLEARN
ent?
HOW....BenchMark
Family Services will be
conducting onentations
on May 29th
and June 5th at lpm to
? CLASSES ARE
FREE!! Refer someone
and once they complete training, you can
receive $250. Please
contact us at (270)
408-1361. Our location
is 710 HC Mathis Drive
Paducah, Ky. 42001

060

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Kritter Kare
Anima/ Boarding and House Calls
Our home or yours
*Reliable
*References Available
*Affordable
*Safe & Loving Environment
Phone: 270-759-5426
Email: kritterkareboarding@yahoo.com

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07-08-2014 TO 12-20-2014 KY0526364
HEATH SHELTON. HAZEL, KY
6 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
or
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed.
PLANTING. GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3
MONTHS EXPERIENCE. $10.10/HR. 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS
AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING
AT NO COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY. AFTER 50'. OF CONTRACT
COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORK
SITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER. COMPLETE
INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)
THE KY DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTR
MENT AT 502-782-3079 USING JOB ORDE
NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW
SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT
EMPLOYERS COST. POST EMPLOYMENT
TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07-25-2014 TO 12-01-2014 KY0528367
JACKIE CARSON FARMS, MURRAY. KY
5 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
or
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate
federal/state min wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
WITH 3 MONTHS EXPERIENCE $10 10/HR
3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL
TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST TRANSPORTATION
AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF
CONTRACT COMPLETED TRANSPORT
CDAILY TO WORKSITE MUST MEET PRODU
TION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER
AT
COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB
T
OYMEN
(EMPL
E
OFFIC
SWA
ST
NEARE
THE
E
OFFICE) THE KY DEPT FOR WORKFORC
INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079 USING JOB
ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET UP
INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST, POST
EMPLOYMENT

,

Cleaning of Murray
Residential & Commercial

Camp Septic

Jones Strawbernes
Pick your own $1.50 a
qt We pick $ 3.00 a qt
1 8 tenths mile South of
Sedalia Hwy 381
270-328-8543

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07-15-2014 TO 12-01-2014 KY0528014
GARY L. BRAME FARMS LLC, MAYFIELD, KY
6 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed.
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO &
DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE. $10.10/1-1R. 3/4 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED. ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50°,, OF CONTRACT
COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORK
SITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER. COMPLETE
INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)
THE KY DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079_ USING JOB ORDER
NUMBERS ABOVE. TO SET UP INTERVIEW
SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT
EMPLOYERS COST. POST EMPLOYMENT.

Call us today to with your
adyersising needs"
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
Thank you for your business!

Embroidery 8
Screen Printing
Always on Time & What You Ordered
1604 Hwy 121 Bypass-Murray
753-7743
tshirts1@murray-ky.net

•

yecare pecia ties
Dr. Kevin Adams
308 S. 12th
•Eyeglasses
Murray
Contacts
759-2500
•Eye Disease
murrayeyecare.com

Call Chelsea Humphreys
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!
020
Notice

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07-21-2014 TO 12-23-2014 KY0528396
JOE DAN TAYLOR FARMS, ALMO, KY
7 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed.
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO &
DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE. $10.10/HR. 3/4 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGq. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYGIND COMMUTING AT
NO COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT
COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORK
SITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER. COMPLETE
INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEARE)
EST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFIC
THE KY DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVEST
R
MENT AT 502-782-3079. USING JOB ORDE
NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW
SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT
EMPLOYERS COST, POST EMPLOYMENT
TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07-15-2014 TO 11-30-2014 KY0528019
FPS FARMS, MURRAY, KY
7 OPENINGS
for the
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate
rate or
state, agreed upon collective bargaining
federal/state min_ wage Adverse Effect Wage
teed
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this
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contai
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&
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MENT AT 502-782-3079. USING JOB
VIEW
NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET UP INTER
AT
SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST
YMENT
EMPLO
POST
COST.
EMPLOYERS

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07-15-2014 TO 12-07-2014 KY0527538
M E & M ASSOC., MURRAY. KY
5 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
or
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed.
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO
WITH 3 MONTHS EXPERIENCE. $10 10/HR
3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL
TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING A1l'40 COST TRANSPORTATION
AND SUBSISTENCE PAY. AFTER 50% OF
CONTRACT COMPLETED TRANSPORT
DAILY TO WORKSITE MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER.
COMPLETE INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT
THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE) THE KY DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE
INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079. USING JOB
ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET UP
INTERVIEW SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST. POST
EMPLOYMENT.

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07-20-2014 TO 12-20-2014 KY0528215
MORTON FARMS, MURRAY. KY
5 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed.
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO &
DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE. $10 10/HR 3/4 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT
COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORK
SITE MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER. COMPLETE
INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)
THE KY DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079 USING JOB ORDER
NUMBERS ABOVE. TO SET UP INTERVIEW
SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT
EMPLOYERS COST, POST EMPLOYMENT.

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07-15-2014 TO 12-20-2014 KY0528012
KY
LARRY TUCKER FARMS, KIRKSEY.
5 OPENINGS
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EXPERIENCED brick
in
needed
layers
Paducah Call 270217-3530

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person attar 7:00PIA.
No phone

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own hsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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060
Help Wanted
QUEEN City College is
coming to Paris TN,
Now accepting applications for full time
Cosmetology
Instructor. Experienced
preferred Must have
valid TN Cosmetology
License
Instructor
to
resume
Send
qcc1594@gmail.com

MANUFACTURING
Company located in
Pans. TN seeking full
Purchasing
time
Ag en t.
Responsibilities
include - Quoting, purchasing, and coordinating of logistics for all
raw materials for multiple production lines,
janitorial, office. and
items.
MR0
Management of supply
base: Negotiation of all
contracts for raw materials; Assist with inventory management of
materials
raw
Requirements_
Bachelor's Degree in
business field. 3-5
Purchasing
years
experience preferred;
Ability to work independently with minisupervision;
mum
Strong math and orgaskills;
nizational
TEMPORARY
Proficient in Microsoft
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
Word:
and
Excel
07-25-2014 TO 12-20-2014 KY0527853
nt communicaExcelle
KY
Y,
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N. Murray, KY 42071
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TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07-13-2014 TO 12-15-2014 KY0528020
WARD FARMS INC, HAZEL, KY
4 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state mm n wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time VIOfil is performed.
GROWING AND HARVESTING TOBACCO &
DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3 MONTHS
EXPERIENCE $10 10/HR. 3r4 CONTRACT
HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND
EQUIP AT NO CHARGE HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT
COMPLETED TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER COMPLETE
INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)
THE KY DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079. USING JOB ORDER
NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW
SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT
EMPLOYERS COST, POST EMPLOYMENT
TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07-01-2014 TO 12-20-2014 KY0526030
SMITH & SON FARMS, MURRAY, KY
4 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at time work is performed
PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS WITH 3
MONTHS EXPERIENCE. $10.10/HR. 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS
AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING
AT NO COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 509. OF CONTRACT
COMPLETED TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN JOB ORDER. COMPLETE
INFORMATION ON THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)
THE KY DEPT. FOR WORKFORCE INVESTMENT AT 502-782-3079 USING JOB ORDER
NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET UP INTERVIEW
SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG TEST AT
EMPLOYERS COST, POST EMPLOYMENT
The Murray Housing Authority is seeking
applications for the position of Administrative
Assistant Responsibilities include but are not
limited to: general office support, rent collection, work
orders, inventory, monthly newsletter, inspections,
and maintaining federally required documentation.
Applications can be picked up at the main office of
the Authority located at 716 Nash Drive, Murray. KY,
or dowload from WWW phamurray org. and will be
taken until June 6, 2014 at 330 pm The applicant's
resume must be attached to the application A full lob
descnphon will be provided with the application
No phone calls, please.

EOE

cmileTopHurs cotes
We PAY top $$$
for your coins
We SELL coins
& paper money

*Coin Appraisal
O Trends-n-Treesures
Murray KY 270-753-4161
Or Fuhrmann
GE Profile Clothes
Dryer, Notta Maxim 5xt
Camera 2 Ethan Allen
Chest and Tops 731644-1166
Straw $350/ bale
(270)753-4582, 270227-7352

KENMORE
Elite
Washer Heavy Duty
King Size Compasity
Top Load, May Tag
Dryer, $15000 for
both,
Call 423-605-7664
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 [South 12th St

(270)753-1713
160
Horne Furnishings
BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets Stil
in plastic, King $385
Full $185 (270)293
4121
Queen Pillow Top mattress set. NEW in plastic. $195. Can Deliver
270-293-4121.
180
Lawn & Garden
HICKS Lawn Care
Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates
270 853 3140
Walter's Lawn Service
Reliable Free Estimate
10% Senior Citizen
Discount

Reel Estate
Upstairs 2BR, IBA, all
Mugray I ctigrt AL hoses fair
How.% Al 'soh.,
appliances, no pets,
deposit
references All rya! r.tatr *iv ertr...1 harm
subrst to rhc Federal I.e.
required 504 S 6th St
tiou.ing i Ouch rrta4.ii
270-753-8463
Ektal to adsert.e ant peter(-rite 'mutation Of Jekrirtuna.
UPSTAIRS
fur- bon tw.r.t.1 on re,
nishedlEiR,
utilities gm wt. hand.ar tanks'..ta•
or national ,wigin or mien,
included smoke tree, tos
non to make ant stall pfeief
no pets Outside ter- encl. limitation. or dc.nmina.
race & entry 1 occu- non
pant Between Benton state la.. forbad di.nmtnatron
with. 'ale
or ad% enNang
& Murray 270-527- ot real ...taterental
based in tactor IS
addition me those protetted
9395
under federal lat.
Very Nice 2bd lba,
Vte .111 1.1...Inglt Kole ant
10/min from murray, all adt
ertranr, tor real estate ehictr
appliances,
C/H/A, is not m tiolanon
Ian All
hardwood floors, lease, person. are hetetri informed
that all db.riling. adterthed are
deposit, W/D, refer- as ailahle on an equal orpottu
ences, $575 includes nth ha...
water 270-227-8627
For turthet ...e.tance isilh Fair
lioutang Adterthing requireVERY nice 4BR, 2BA, ments. contact NAA oun.el
newly remodeled, New Rene l' %Adam. 17031 5411.11(51
appliances & fixtures
throughout Coleman
Real Estate 270-753Mot e••••••
OPrornmen
•
9898
REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE Apartment buildHouses RN Ron(
ing and duplexes Visit
nicholsent corn/proper2 or 3BR Houses
ties or call 270-753Lease & Deposit
4109
Required
440
270-753-4109
Lots For Sale
nicholsent com
/properties
52 acres of Prime
3 Bedroom 2 Bath
Hunting land Road
All Appliances, Deck,
frontage on Faxon, Ins,
Carport,
Storage
& Center Ridge Rd
Building Available July
Asking
$115.000
23rd
(270)767-4228, ask for
$925 month, 1501
Tony.
Story Ave. 270-2939493, 270-759-5885
Lots For Rent
411 S. 6th St
Small 2 story with walkManufactured Home
out unfinished base- Lots for rent in Riviera
ment. 2BR (one on Courts 270-753-28C
main floor and one
upstairs with sitting
Acreage
room), IBA, living
room, dining room,
BUILD READY LOT
kitchen with refngerator
FOR SALE
and electric range.
in quite subdivision in
C/H/A. $675/mo. 713county, restricted and
292-4643
surveyed, walking disNewly decorated 3BR, tance to southwest
2BA
home, great
school, For more inforneighborhood. $1200
mation Call 270.978rent
plus deposit, 1324
lease. Call 270-7531713 270-753-3827

CM

Best price Satisfaction
guaranteed or it's free

360
Storage Rentals

(270)293-7220

South Hazel TN 3bedroom 2 bath. C/H/A
270-492-8526

Equal Opportunity Employer
Construction Workers
Robinson Construction Company is accepting
applications and resumes for carpenters, rod
busters, concrete finishers, structural welders, iron
workers, millwrights, pipe fitters, pipe welders.
operators, crane operators, field engineers,
foreman and supenntendents for heavy industrial
work MSHA training is helpful but not required.
EOE Apply at 1821 Peartree Lane, Hopeunsville.
KY 42240 or email resumes to
dbuehler@robinsonconstruction.corn
Western KY based technology company is
seeking an individual with Precision Ag
experience for a part-time to full-time position.
The primary responsibility will be to assist
customers in the areas of soil testing and
nutrient management needs. Basic computer
skills a must. Bachelor's degree in Agnculture
(in progress) or related field is preferred and
Certified Crop Advisor (willing to obtain).
Send resumes to jobsOtaplogic.com
2 Temporary Farm Workers Needed,
A&M Farms LLC - Mayfield, KY. Perform all
duties of Tobacco & Row Crop Production,
including irrigating, harvesting, storing, & packaging; other alternative work. Employment
Dates: 0711812014- 01/17/2015. $10.10/hr.
Piece rates may be offered. Worker guaranteed
3/4 of contract hours. Tools provided at no cost.
Free housing provided to non-commuting workers. Transportation & subsistence reimbursed
when 50% of contract is met. Random drug
testing may be done after hire at employer's
expense. Contact the State Workforce Agency at
502-564-7456 and reference job order number
KY0527711.

Intewead
DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
murrayledger.corn,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local Job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the johnetwerk.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
lob listings Thank you

Call us
today'To
get you ad
here
270-7531916

140
Mont to Buy
"ANTIQUES". gas. oil
& soda signs. pump,
military. Call Larry 7533633

1 and 2 Bedroom
apartments and an efficiency 6 miles South of
Murray on 641
270-994-2667, 270753-0859
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.
1BR apt in various
locations
Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898
290A Enix Drive
3BR, 2.5BA duplex. All
appliances,
almost
new, quiet place to live,
carport & storage.
Available June 15th.
$900/mo.
270-7535344
LARGE 2BR, 28A,
CM/A, 1.5 blocks from
$465
MSU.
plus
deposit. References
required pets ok with
additional deposit .270492-8069. 270-970
8412.
320
Apartments For Rant

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-S55e
1505 Duiguid Drive
TDD I4100-545-1103 eat 253
inanlifonn 0 11/1 equa
6
..

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

-OWNER Finance
2BR, 2BA
Lake Cottage-Hamlin
$950 down $495 month
Call Ruthie 270-7532222

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m - 4 p.m. M-F

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
RIverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORACE
720 S.4TH ST.
Corner of 121 S. & Glendale.
10x15's
(2701436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

L

540 S. 4th 9314
Sunbury ar.

Motorcycles & APIs

Wept sten, Veiny
1ft *very unit, erreeetty
*gh5n lotlrf9

2007 H.D. Ultra Classic
20k miles black call
270-705-0926

CASH FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERASTOVES,
TORS,
HEATERS, AIR CONCARDITIONERS,
PETING, ETC 270753-4109

Want to Buy
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519S 12th.
Murray.

PAYING 820 and up
for old silver dollars
270-293-8999

Concepts SudoKu
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530
Services Offered

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation

KENTIICYLAKg
BEMQ0ELING.00M

We// Drilling

*Nome improvements
19aM & Kitt-hen

Hill Electric

We// Pump .681-ViCe

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

Residential &
Agricuttura/

753-9562
VOA hillelectric corn

Call LEIS and Pay Les
for all your protects
inside Of out.
Handyman services
also available
Call for information ac
bee estimates
(270)205-2365

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

AMAZING
GREENCLEA

Drywall, Painting
Piumbing Flooring Decks
./nsidect•Sr Discvant
*Free Estimates
*Member OfAngles I.'s,
270-436-5959

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming

*tome R officr
•Professenal
settre

ORemoval
•Stump Grinding
*Insured

(270)489-2839

HALL'S WAST
MANAGEMEN

CLEAN CUT

• weekb.
, & spe. 41 ptaur
• kik al I v
nedloperated

LANDSCAPING

MUCHELL
BROS.
PAV/AIG

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
TRAVIS
ASPHAL
Pan ing-Sealcitaling
Striping
Grand-Dirt-Sand
%‘ IS

270-293-4256
Small Jobs Our
Specialty
Dozer work, hauling and
bush hogging.
Kelly Farms
270-293-6755
Also Garden Grade
Top Soil
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service 25
years experience Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562. 2270267
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work
LAWN Mowing
Free estimates
Colby: 270-227-9027

•

MUI.CHING
•Sf.al

Free estimates

ell;

•Licensed-Insured

Call Kevin at

270-293-4020
Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
1270)226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

•Handymen Services
•Yard Work
*Gutters Cleaned
*11kxne Repairs

Gary 270-227-0420
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

101
11,
Door
Sales &

Garage
Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
•
Greet Honislown
spend your 'none), Jot ),
state keep a ac.a0'

12701 293-8480

Midway
Tire & Brak
Opens May 5th
us Hint S
;Mad; A

270-768-7084

LAWN CARE

Greg Mansfield

•Firewood

•ReferAfrf'S at.,

expnnenon

(270)759-0501
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING
AU Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(170)293-8686
ALL
flooring•decks•windows•rooting•garage
doors•and so much
morel Call today for a
free quote. Nadeau
Construction. "Proudly
Constructing
Satisfaction". 270-9782111 or 270-227-0067

Mark Wilkerson Owne
1270) 761-5800

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zacti 270-873-7700
Davld 270-227-1106
AI_SbiosieLtkrinlett&

FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
-1 How
Emergency Service
•Locally owned
-Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

Lawn Care
Wowing
•Trinllning
*Sloan Debns
Removal
'Low rates
*free estimtes
*Licensed4 insuror
270-227-1512

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

"If you've got it, we can store it•

RCI.Jkl,Celnetlt and Repair

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24,7 Surveillance

270-293-1924

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

McCUISTON
ROOFING

Free Estimates

Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
it is our house!

2104111-7357

-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

Auto Parts
Commerical Prop For Renti

2,300SOFT
Office/Retail/
Warehoute Space
001 Maple Street

270-753-5/84
Auto Shop
clean up / body work
newly painted
single bay
605 S 3rd

Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

[

11111
Sport Utility Vehicles

2012 Hyundai Sonata
32 K miles factory warranty. Black" Taupe
Interior, New Michelin
Tires $16,900
270-836-7398

(270)4854122
Wel Cars

Obedience
DOG
glendhenmere corn
(270)436-2858
Toy Poodle Puppies
shots and wormed
270-970-1541

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

ON BEAU

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch

ryorforfunill p.m der

LARGE 2BR, 2BA,
C/H/A, 1.5 blocks from
plus
$465
MSU.
deposit. References
required pets ok with
additional deposit 270492-8069, 270-9708412.
Nice 1200sqft duplex
28R, I.5BA. 1 car
garage, in Lynn Grove.
Trash pick up & water
$725/mo.
included
$725/deposit 270-2271743
NOW LEASING
I, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Ants
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD I 711

CHECK out this baby
doll!. Occupied.
780 sq ft. 28R C/H/A.
Covered porches,
storage bldg, new
paint, surveyed property
Lots of extras
$14,750.00.
With reasonable offer,
you can own it! East
Elementary area. Drive
by 229 White Oak.
Murray KY. 270-7536012

Rat11111611111Inie

and inn/down
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235
amoslamb820gmail.c
om

676 Walston Road
4BR, 3 full baths, large
all purpose room, nice
appliances, 2 heating
units, hardwood &
ceramic tile floors, nice
moldings. Must see!

SUDOKU

Sucloku Is a number-060N puzzle bawd on a 9e9 grio wen
several given aunties The oopeci is to pace the nunoers
9 in eve empty squares so Irma escri row seen column and each,
3x3 box contains the same numDer only once Th9 Coact",*Nei
al the Concepts Sudoku ricseases nom moodily to Sunciey

68 El Camino in good
shape and condition.
$15.000. 080 call 270816-1975 if interested.

Mention/

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
ladustrial/Cemmarclal/kesidentia1
James C. GaIiimore
WWW.11ECLI.C.NET

MINI
S
tiWR AG
--INN I I
Size Unns

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
Now Have 00 Climate Control Units

812 Whitniell Ave.

53

(270) 759-0890

SMALL BUSINESS
The Backbone Of America

Advertise with us for the best results!
1x1 $75 per month
1x1.5 $85 per month
2x2 $300 per month
2x3 $350 per month

Ask about our
%SOW_et

Call 753-1916

uncials
for all your
advertising
needs.

Chelsea or
Nlekl

753-1916

Ask for

We'll be glad to help!

• • •
• • •
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Looking Back
the Calloway County Public
Tea years ago
Library including the Liberty Bell
showing
pictured
is
Ward
Pat
Joe
a hook of photos that covered the and American flag that will be used
75th Infantry Di% ision during World in the American Embassy in Israel.
Local plastering contractors Ben
Nar II Ward reunited with former
75th buddies to tour some of the Hogancamp and Richard Knight of
a
sites in Europe. Also shown is for- Lassiter Plaster were presented
mer Murray Mayor Bill Cherry who -Tip-of-the-Hat" award at the 1984
Diego.
served under the command of Dryvit sales meeting in San
Junior Girl Scout Troop 592.
t ;corral George S. Patton.
two students from Murray were composed of fourth graders at
inducted into the Samford Carter Elementary,sold 1,488 boxes
the
linisersity chapter of Alpha of cookies. Janie Martin sold
Lambda Delta honor society for most with 306 boxes. Pictured are
treshman students. They are James Christy Beane, Anne-Marie Shapla,
Lassiter Quetermous and Sarah LeAnn Darnell. Janie Martin.
Carrie Germann, Jennifer McClain.
'atherme Simmons.
April Haneline, Mary Catherine
County.
Calloway
is
Pictured
le.
high School's catcher. Danielle Wooldridge, Kwanda Hornbuck
SlcMillen, as she embraces pitcher Sheila Holsky, and Dana Hohman.
Kalyn Fox following the conclusion Leaders are Shirley Martin and
of the Lady Lakers' victory over Linda Beane.
Forty years ago
Heath in the first round of the First
Pictured are retiring staff memBallard
at
nt
Tourname
Regional
at Murray City schools Leon P.
bers
Memorial.
principal:
Mr. and Mrs. Max Brandon will Miller,teacher,coach and
W.P.
teacher;
math
,
Matthews
Alice
on
ry
anniversa
50th
their
celebrate
Charles
coach:
and
teacher
Russell.
hostreception
Sunday. June 6. at a
ed by their daughters and family at Hornbuckle. custodian.
Mel Purcell and Jill Austin of
the Murray Woman's Club House.
High School will play in the
Murray
Twenty years ago
Tennis
Mike Arnett of Murray has been Kentucky High School
awarded a scholarship bra summer Tournament in Lexington.
Fifty years ago
experience in Australia through
New officers of American Legion
Understanding
for
Youth
Post 73 are Cleo Sykes, Flavil
International Exchange.
Members of the Murray Woman's Robertson. James Blalock, Lester
Joe B.
Club attended the Kentucky Nanny, Otto Swann.
Federation of Women's Club 99th Williams and Harry Sledd.
Steve Doran and Jerry Caldwell.
State Convention in Lexington.
will
Attending from the Murray Club Murray High School athletes,
camp at
were Martha Andrus. Evelyn attend a summer basketball
Wallis, Sue Allison. Cecelia Brock Raleigh, N.C.
Sixty years ago
and Betty Lowry.
Charles Rob Ray, son of Mr. and
Leisa Nesbitt of Murray has been
Ralph Ray is serving with the
Mrs.
French
ing
Outstand
the
named
at Lewes, Del. His wife, the
Army
.
University
Student at Murray State
is with him
She is the daughter of James and former Kay Weatherly.
there.
Virginia Nesbitt.
Recent births at the Murray
Rob Dennis. a Murray State stuto Mr. and
dent from Kirksey is pictured with Hospital include a boy
Mr. and
James Sullivan. owner of Sullivan's Mrs. Sam Pewett: a boy to
and
Mr.
to
girl
a
Rye:
Robert
Mrs.
acongratul
he
as
Par 3 Golf Course
: a boy
tions Dennis on his hole-in-one on Mrs. Billie Gene Raspberry
to Mr. and Mrs. &lel Rose; a girl to
the 14th hole.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Paschall and a
ago
Thirty years
Joe Rigsby is shown with several boy to Mr. and Mrs. Marion
of his mosaic designs on display at Chaffin.

Today In History
By the Associated Press
•Loday is Monday. June 2, the
153rd day of 2014. There are 212
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1941. baseball's "Iron Horse."
Lou Gehrig. died in New York
of a degenerative disease. amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; he was
37.
On this date:
In 1886. Presi
Cles eland,49. married
sum. 21. in the Blue oom o
the White House.(To Ilate, Cleveland is theunIx president to marry

DEAR ABBY: I am a young. expectations about what will haprecently married woman. My hus- pen when the baby arrives, what
band and I are about at the point might happen if there is a death,
where were thinking of having a divorce. a move, and what your
kids. My brother married a close role would be -- whether you will
friend of mine soon after my wed- be the birth mother or a legal
ding. and my sister-in-law has a aunt, etc. All of this should be
medial condition that may pre- clarified if your sister-in-law asks
you to be her surrogate.
sent her from has ing children.
00000
I am very
DEAR ABBY: I recently retired
close to my
brother and for the second time. At 70,1 applied
his wife. and for a job online, was interviewed
I can see the by a company and hired. I could
writing on the hardly believe it. Three years later.
wall. She has I was having a medical problem.
mentioned so I thought it best to retire again
S urrogacy if I couldn't do the work I was
once in pass- hired to do.
After a month of rest I feel
ing, as a possible alterna- fine now. My husband thinks I
Dear Abby tive if she was overworked. 1 want to get
have another job. Abby, why do I feel
can't
am the need to still work? Most of
I
If
kids.
By Abigail
asked to be my friends tell me to enjoy life,
Van Buren
the surrogate. sit back and relax, but my work
what advice do you have?. I'd be defined me and I loved it. Shouldmore than willing to consider it. n't I try working again if my
but only after my husband and I health continues to improve? -NOSE TO THE GRINDSTONE
have had our own children.
If 1 do it, would it be selfish IN GEORGIA
DEAR NOSE TO THE
of me to expect some compensation for my time and the toll it GRINDSTONE: Not everyone is
will take on my body? I want to happy in retirement. Some peobe ready if and when I'm asked. ple need the routine of work and
What would be the best way to the stimulation of being around
explain my reasoning to her? -- other people. Also, not everyone
BACKUP MOM IN THE NORTH- ages at the same rate.
However, it's important to lisWEST
DEAR BACKUP: You may ten to your body and pace yourbe jumping the gun. because you self. There's a saying. "You can
do not yet know how your body fool Mother Nature, but you can't
will tolerate a pregnancy. Not all fool Father Time." If your last
women have easy pregnancies, job drained you to the point of
and if you're one of them, you illness, choose something that is
may be less willing to be a sur- less taxing (either full-time or
rogate. As to monetary compen- part-time). You'll enjoy your life
sation for wear and tear, that's a and last longer if you do.
00040
question you should ask a lawyer
Dear Abby is written by Abibecause compensation may not be
allowed in the state in which you gail Van Buren, also known as
Jeanne Phillips, and was foundreside.
You, together with your broth- ed by her mother,Pauline Phillips.
er and sister-in-law, should also Contact Dear Abby at wwwDeardiscuss with a mental health pro- Abby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
fessional the emotional issues that Los Angeles, CA 90069.
may arise -- such as everyone's

father. King George VI.
in the executive mansion.)
In 1966. the U.S. space probe
In 1897. Mark Twain, 61. was
quoted by the New York Journal Surveyor I landed on the moon
as saying from London that "the and began transmitting detailed
surface.
report of my death was an exag- photographs of the lunar
In 1983, half of the 46 peogeration."
In 1924, Congress passed a ple aboard an Air Canada DC-9
out
measure that was then signed by were killed after fire broke
to
President Calvin Coolidge guar- on board, forcing the jetliner
at
landing
y
emergenc
an
make
p
citizenshi
American
anteeing full
Kentucky
, CincinnatiiNorthern
for all Native Americans bort.
•
ithin _AL&'territorial Jtivits. 4•;-.14-; International. AirpoM. •
the
time.
first
(AK*,
1986,
In
cora**
Abe
In 1953,
Queen 'Elizabeth II took pTace in public could watch the proceedteleLondon's Westminster Abbey, 16 ings of the U.S. Senate on
vision.
her
of
death
the
after
months
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knee joint to proDEAR DOCTOR K: I just cells lining the
fluid. If the
synovial
excess
duce
cyst.
Baker's
a
found out I have
popliteal
the
into
bulges
fluid
Is it serious? How is it treated?
can develop. (I've
DEAR READER: A Baker's space. a cyst
on of a Baker's
cyst is a fluid-filled sac that can put an illustrati
website.
my
on
form in the popliteal space. the cyst
.com
K
skDoctor
A
knee
the
of
back
the
at
hollow
Baker's cysts aren't dangerous,
joint. A Baker's cyst is filled
away on their
with synovial fluid, a viscous and they may go
lly they burst.
occasiona
But
own.
knee
the
s
lubricate
that
material
fluid
synovial
happens,
that
If
joint. I spoke
causing
to my col- can leak into the calf,
Dr. pain and swelling.
league
If a Baker's cyst causes disCeleste
Robb - comfort or interferes with norNicholson, mal activities, there are several
associate pro- things you can do. To ease
of swelling, apply a cold pack or
fessor
medicine at compression wrap to the area.
Harvard To reduce inflammation, take an
Medical over-the-counter NSAID drug
as ibuprofen. Reduce stress
Dr. Komaroff School,about such
knee by resting your leg
the
on
condithis
By
and keeping it elevated whenevtion.
Dr. Anthony
Baker's er you can. When you're up and
Komaroff
cysts tend to about, use a cane or crutch.
These home remedies often
occur in adults between the ages
but if they don't, your dochelp,
of 35 to 70. although they can
the cyst.
occur in children and older adults tor may need to drain
and
needle
a
using
involves
That
not
do
often
as well. These cysts
the excess
cause symptoms. It's not uncom- syringe to suck out
the docmon for an MRI ordered for fluid. At the same time,
into
cortisone
inject
also
can
tor
to
problem
another type of knee
quell inflamincidentally reveal a Baker's cyst. the knee joint to
The cysts are more common in mation.
If the cyst recurs and remains
people who have arthritis of the
a magknee or who have had some kind troublesome, you may need
to
test
imaging
e
resonanc
netic
of knee injury.
A
cause.
g
underlyin
the
identify
When the cysts do cause sympif
toms, they include . pain in the Baker's cyst will often recur
isn't
it
caused
that
injury
the
the
of
stiffness
back of the knee,
may
knee and a balloon-like swelling addressed. Rarely, the cyst
in the back of the knee. Some- need to be surgically removed.
In the meantime, protect your
times that swelling hurts when
it is squeezed. Usually people have knee by doing gentle range-ofening
checked their other knee, and motion and muscle-strength
ct
high-impa
avoid
And
.
exercises
between
e
noticed a clear differenc
the knee that has the cyst and activities.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
the one that doesn't. The symptoms typically get worse with and professor at Harvard Med,
any activity that uses the knee, ical School. To send questions
write:
or
rK.com,
AskDocto
to
go
perilong
for
including standing
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St..
ods.
A Baker's cyst may result if Second Floor, Boston. MA
an injury to the knee triggers 02115.)

Hints From Heloise
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A COMPLETE STOP, OFFICER

YEAH, BUT AT LEAST
C.IDN'T GET ONE;

MAKE YOUR GREETINGS
COUNT
Dear Readers: Here is this
week's SOUND OFF, about
store employees greeting customers:
"Please tell the retail-store
trainers to have their staff
greet customers from within
five feet or so, not from a
distan?e and not when the
elsewhere. I don't know hew,
looking
e
custom'
many times I have been shouted a 'Hello'because
the staff person wanted to be noticed. Instead
of feeling welcomed, I feel irritated. Oftentimes.
I must twist my neck around to find the staff
person who has greeted me from behind my
back over two racks of clothing." — A Reader,
via email
— Heloise
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Here are other uses for nongel toothpaste:
* Put on an insect bite to relieve itching.
* Use to clean crayon marks off the wall.
* Reduce a pimple by putting a dab on it.
* Fill small nail holes in a wall.
* Buff out scuffs on leather shoes.
— Heloise
CREASED PANTS
Dear Heloise: I have a pair of pants that
were hanging in the back of my closet for a
long time. They now have a crease in the legs
that I cannot get out. Do you have any hints
for how I can salvage these pants? — Suzanne
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in Spring Branch. Texas
Help is on the way! Take a cloth soaked in
white vinegar, and use it to dampen the crease
line. Once the crease is sufficiently dampened.
use the cloth to press the area. Set your iron
to moderately hot and lay the cloth over the
creased area. Be sure there are no stains before
you iron. Depending on how set the crease is,
you may need to re-wet the cloth and repeat
the steps. Note: Test the fabric in a .hidden spot
to see if the vinegar affects it befdte beginning.
This is just one of the many way.siLvoli can use
vinegar. To find out the other ways I use one
of my favorite household products, order my
pamphlet. Send $5 and a long, self-addressed.
stamped (70 cents) envelope to: Heloise/Vinegar,
P.O. Box 795001, San Antonio, TX 78279-5001.
This is a great hint that also can be used to
set new creases or hemlines. — Heloise
SPOT PROTECTOR
Dear Heloise: I have many. many extra pillowcases. Whenever 1 have to do a spot-clean
on the carpet, 1 lay a pillowcase over it until
it has dried. It is a signal to my family that the
spot has been cleaned, is wet and to not walk
on it. It always protects the wet carpet if someone does accidentally walk on it while still wet.
— A Reader in Texas
REMINDER BAND
Dear Heloise: When I have something in the
refrigerator that I want to take with me when I
leave home or work, I just wrap a rubber band
around my car key. Even if I walk off without
it. I will get a "reminder" when I get to my
car! — Jeremy H.. via email
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Contact by phone
Jack of nursery rhymes
Opera solo
Written exemption
Fix
Sweater yarn
Eternal
Little rascal
Homes for horses
Party staple
Luau music maker
Ballet leap
Rough peaks
Less polite
Chops down
Sweetie
"Now — seen everything!"
Iroquois tribe
Treat rudely, in slang
Mobile setting
Change over time
River of Russia
"The Omen" child
Intent look
Lusty looks
Rose part
The Plague" author
"— we all?"
Singer Ronstadt
Spotted insects
Al Jolson song
Hunger signals
Outfit
Steered clear of
Wood-damaging pest
Drake or Dre
Sorts
Leaf-eating insects
Scolded
New version of a musical
Impressive
Writer Jaffe
Mount St --Thrifty person
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MSU TRACK &
FIELD

Pratt
wraps up
career at
NCAA
Regionals

SPORTS
email: sportsttmurrayledger.com

OVC ATHLETICS

Margaret Simmons inducted into OVC Hall of Fame
and outstanding service to the
Conference. With the induction of this
year's class,the membership will reach
73.
Simmons was the first head coach
of the Murray State women's track,and
field team in 1968 and started the
women's cross country team three
years later. During her 23-year tenure
as head coach, she led the Racers to
eight OVC titles and two runner-up finishes, was named OVC Coach of the
Year six times and Kentucky Women's
Athletic Conference Coach of the Year
on two occasions. Her cross country
teams never finished lower than second
in the OVC after the championship
began in 1979.
She coached four OVC Outdoor
Women's Athletes of the Year, three

OVC Indoor Women's Athletes of the
Year and two NCAA All-Americans in
Stephanie Saleem (Indoor & Outdoor)
and Heather Samuel (Outdoor).
Samuel would go on to ultimately
bring home five OVC Women's Athlete
of the Year recognitions and compete
in the 1992 Olympics.
Simmons served as the women's
editor of the NCAA Men's and
Women's Track and Field Rules book
from 1983-85 and as the editor of the
same publication from 1988-2004.
Simmons has served on numerous
NCAA committees including the
NCAA rules committee at the NCAA
National Cross Country Meets (19812004), NCAA Track and Field Sport
Committee (1982-2004) and NCAA
rules committee at the NCAA Indoor

Track Meets (1982-2004). She was
also an official at the Division 11
NCAA National Championship in 1983
and 1984. Simmons served as the coregional chair for Region 3 in cross
country regional meets in 1982 and
1983
Simmons dedication to the sport has
brought her several honors including
being inducted into the U.S. Track &
Field and Cross Country Coaches
Association (USTFCCCA) Hall of
Fame in 2003.she was the fifth woman
to be inducted. She was inducted into
the Murray State University Athletic
Hall of Fame in 2004 and into the
Kentucky Track and Cross-Country
Coaches Association Hall of Fame in
2008.

Former Murray State coach and
administrator Margaret Simmons
became the 10th Racer to be honored
and inducted into the Ohio Valley
Conference.
Simmons, the sixth woman to be
elected to the OVC Hall of Fame,joins
former Tennessee Tech President Dr.
Robert "Bob" Bell in the 2014 class.
The ceremony took place Friday
(May 30) at the DoubleTree Hotel in
downtown Nashville, Tenn.
The Ohio Valley Conference Hall of
Fame was organized in 1977 with the
From MSU Athletics
intent of honoring the coaches, adminMurray State junior thrower Tonia istrators, faculty and staff who have
Pratt wrapped up her stay at the NCAA been associated with the OVC for at
Track & Field
Regional in least five years and provided extensive
Jacksonville,
Florida Saturday at
Hodges Stadium.
Pratt had throws
of 13.69 meters (44
feet-11
inches).
13.67m (44-10) and
I3.77m (34-2 /
34) in
the shot put and finished 44th in a field
of 48 competitors.
It was a good
experience for Pratt, a junior from
Michigan City, Michigan. because she
doesn't want her first NCAA trip to be
By RONALD BLUM
her last. Pratt also competed this week
AP Sports Writer
in the hammer throw.
"We're so proud of Tonia for making
HARRISON, NJ.(AP) — Fabian
it to the NCAA regionals," MSU Head Johnson scored his first international
Coach jenny Severns said. "This didn't goal, Clint Dempsey doubled the lead
go her way, but just getting here was a off a defensive lapse and the United
valuable experience for her future."
States beat Turkey 2-1 Sunday in the
Pratt performed at a high level in her second of three World Cup warm-up
junior season for the Racers. She broke matches for the Americans before they
her own school record in the hammer head to Brazil.
throw at the OVC Championships and
Tim Howard played the first half in
was ranked 28th in the eastern division his 99th international appearance, and
heading into the NCAA's. She also with his 54th win surpassed Kasey
owns the Murray State school record in Keller to set the American record for
the shot put as she set the record this wins by a goalkeeper.
spring at the Vanderbilt Black and Gold
The U.S. went ahead when Johnson
Invitational. Pratt also made the medal made a run and laid the ball off to
stand at the OVC Championships; fin— Bradley:As Johnson continued his run,
ishing in second place in the event. She Bradley chipped the ball over the
went to Jacksonville ranked 44th in the defense to Johnson, who slotted in with
eastern division in the shot put.
a left-footed volley from 6 yards in the
Pratt's first appearance at NCAA's 26th minute. Johnson, playing a right
marks the third straight year MSU was back, had not scored in 20 previous
represented. In 2013. Sharda Bettis international appearances.
competed in the 100m hurdles and
Dempsey doubled the lead in the
Alexis Love competed in the 100m and 52nd with his 37th goal from the
200m runs. In 2012. Love made it all national team. Michael Bradley
the way to the NCAA 100m finals.
brought the ball up the middle and
passed to Brad Davis, who laid it off
for Timmy Chandler on the flank.
Starting his first game for the U.S.
since February 2013, Chandler sent a
cross that defender Hakan Balta, mishit in his clearance attempt. The ball
went into the path of Dempsey, who
poked it in from just in front.
Turkey got its goal on a 90th-minute
penalty kick by Slecuk Inan that beat
goalkeeper Brad Guzan after a handball call on Geoff Cameron. The play
developed when a Turkish attacker got
past Chandler.
Jozy Altidore remained scoreless in
By DAN GELSTON
six international matches since
AP Sports Writer
October. He put the ball into the goal in
DOVER, Del. (AP) — Jimmie the 15th minute after goalkeeper Onur
Johnson dominated again at Dover Kivrak saved Matt Besler's header off a
International Speedway, extending his corner kick, but Tunisian referee Slim
Jedidi called a foul on Altidore, appartrack victory record to nine.
for a push. Altidore was saved on
ently
in
He followed last week's victory
the Coca-Cola 600 with another sensa- a breakway in the 71st. but Jedidi
JULIO CORTEZ / AP Photo
tional run in a race red-flagged for 22 whistled off the play for a foul on
minutes because of a pothole in the Balta, and then broke in with a nice United States' Fabian Johnson (23) is congratulated by Clint Dempsey, right, and and Jozy Altidore (17)
move in the 81st only for Kivrak to after scoring a goal on Turkey in the first half of an international soccer friendly, Sunday, June 1, 2014, in
concrete track.
Harrison, N.J. The U.S. won 2-1.
and
laps,
Johnson led 272 of 400
11 See SOCCER,10R
won consecutive races for the 13th
time. The six-time Cup champion
swept Dover in 2002 and 2009 and won
races in 2005,2010,2012 and 2013.
Brad Keselowski was second, followed by Matt Kenseth, Clint Bowyer
and Denny Hamlin.
"For sure, when you come to Dover,
it's always the 48," Kenseth said.
"We've got to figure out how to get
with three RBIs. He broke out of a 0By STEVE OVERREY
ahead of him."
for-14 skid with a bases-loaded single
Associated Press
Johnson also became Dover's career
in the first.
leader in laps led when he hit the 2,802
Buster Posey had three hits in returnST. LOUIS (AP) — Tim Hudson
mark.
threw seven shutout innings and ing to the lineup after missing three
"It's incredible." Johnson said. "So
Joaquin Arias keyed a four-run first games with tightness in his lower back.
much to be thankful for."
Lance Lynn (6-3) gave up seven
inning with a two-run single to lead the
Johnson never left any doubt his No.
San Francisco Giants to an 8-0 win over runs, four earned, and eight hits in 3 148 Chevrolet was the car to beat, the
3 innings after posting his first canter
the St. Louis Cardinals on Sunday.
only drama coming when the race was
The Giants have won five of six and shutout on Tuesday against the York
stopped 160 laps into the race after
have the best record in the NL at 37-20. Yankees.
Ryan Newman's car pulled up chunks
Angel Pagan, Hunter Pence and
St. Louis has lost four of five. 'The
of the track that kicked back and damPosey singled to start the four-run first.
Cardinals managed just four hits.
aged Jamie McMurray's car. The race
Hudson (6-2) gave up three hits. Posey's RBI hit came on Lynn's 10th
was soon stopped and crews weren't
struck out six, and walked two in
allowed to work on the cars.
Gregor Blanco reached on an error
improving to 4-4 against St. Louis.
McMurray's plea for an exception
Hudson's previous win against the by Kolten Wong and Pence scored on a
was denied.
Cardinals came on July 19. 2007, as a gmundout by Brandon Crawford.
More pieces of the track flew up and
member of the Atlanta Braves. He Brandon Hicks walked to set the stage
JEFF ROBERSON /AP Photo retired the last I I batters he faced.
cracked a window on the pedestrian
for Anas' bases-loaded single.
crossover bridge.
St. Louis Cardinals starting pitcher Lance Lynn, left, walks off the
Matt Carpenter extended his hitting
Arias got the start after Michael
NASCAR officials and safety crews field after being pulled by manager Mike Matheny, right, as catcher Morse fouled a ball off his left foot in streak to 14 garnes with a first-inning
went to work on the potholes and Tony Cruz stands by during the fourth inning against the San batting practice. In his second start in single. It is the longest current streak in
Francisco Giants.
the last 24 games, Arias went 3 for 4 the NL.
II See NASCAR, 10A

INTERNATIONAL SOCCER US 2, TURKEY 1

US beats Turkey 2-1

NASCAR

J. Johnson
wins at
Dover again

MLB: GIANTS 8, CARDINALS 0

Giants blank Cardinals 8-0 at Busch Stadium
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NBA FINALS

Duncan, James set to break Finals tie
By 11M REYNOLDS
AP Basketball Writer
MIAMI(AP) — Over the last
10 seasons,only one NBA player
has been part of more wins than
I..eBron James.
His name is Tim Duncan.
Their numbers over that
decade are incredibly similar.
Duncan has appeared in 622 regular-season and playoff victories.
James has played in 621. Duncan
is shooting 50.2 percent from the
field. James is shooting 50 percent. Duncan has won two championships with San Antonio during this 10-season stretch. James
has two v.ith Miami.
Plus, when facing each other
in the NBA Finals, both has won
one, lost one.
Here comes the tiebreaker — a
Finals rematch that will have high
expectations.
Miami and San Antonio are
the leagues last two teams standing for the second consecutive
year. their next chapter starting on
the Spurs home floor Thursday
night. The Heat won a wild series
last season for their second
straight championship, needing a
frantic rally to avoid elimination
in Game() and then riding the
strength of a 37-point, 12rebound effo rom Jam to top
the Spurs in Gam - .
"I think our guys. they actually grew from the loss last year."
Spurs coach Gregg Popovich
said. "I call it fortitude. I think
they showed an unbelievable
amount of fortitude. If I can compliment my own team humbly. to

the Mavericks' floor and simply
blew them away.
Heat forward Chris Bosh
called it "extra motivation" for
the Spurs.
"It's just something that we
have to deal with, and we know
that they're going to be very passionate, and they're going to play
some good basketball," Bosh
said. "So whoever we play, we
just have to continue to keep our
approach the same and play good
basketball."
While the Spurs were punching their ticket by ousting
Oklahoma City from the West
finals on Saturday night,the Heat
were getting a day off. James was
LYNNE SLADKY / AP Photo
his kids to see X-Men.
taking
the
Miami Heat forward LeBron James (6) drives to dunk
James Jones went to a homedurball over Indiana Pacers forward Chris Copeland (22)
improvement store for some supplayball
basket
NBA
the
in
6
Game
half
d
secon
plies. Bosh insisted he was going
ing the
.
to do as little as possible, and
offs Eastern Conference finals on Friday in Miami
Heat coach Erik Spoelstra isn't
season,
have that tough loss, especially early in training camp this
ning his team to practice
summo
old wounds
the Game 6 and not have a pity not so much to open
until Monday.
again
the healing
party and come back this year and but rather speed up
By then. James will be locked
.
process
I
n.
positio
get back to the same
the Spurs.
on
in
"We were just trying to put it
think that's fortitude."
hasn't really hit us that
"It
of it,
It's the league's first Finals away,just get over that part
because I think we're in
yet
much
forvbard
rematch since Chicago and Utah learn from it, and move
said Friday night after
James
it,"
from there," said Duncan, a
played in 1997 and 1998.
Indiana and clinched
beat
2005 Miami
The teams have actually champion in 1999. 2003,
its fourth consecutive East champlayed three times since last sea- and 2007.
pionship. "I think it will once
Move forward,they did.
son's classic series ended, twice
done and we're able to look
San Antonio won 62 games in we're
in the regular season, another
at what we were able to
back
best record
being a preseason meeting in the regular season,the
those wins accomplish as players, as a franMiami where the Spurs acknowl- in the league. One of
over Miami. chise. I think that's when it will
edged that the pain of losing was a 24-point romp
where this really hit us. We definitely don't
floor
Game 7 on that floor was still on the same
take it for granted to be in this
series will start on Thursday.
real.
position."
g
wantin
what
The Heat know
Then again, it's almost like
So for the next few days, all
the
lost
They
like.
feels
e
reveng
they wanted to feel that hurt at
highlights of last year's finals
the
then
to Dallas,
times. Popovich showed the 2011 NBA Finals
be played over again.
on
will
season
ing
follow
the
Spurs clips of Games 6 and 7 opened
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Motor League Baseball
All Times EST
National League
East Division
L Pct
W
31 25 554
Atlanta
28 28 500
27 28 491
Washington
27 29 482
New York
24 30 444
Philadelphia
Central Division
L Pct
W
34 23 596
Milwaukee
30 27 526
St Louis
25 29 463
Cincinnati •
25 30 455
Pittsburgh
20 34 370
Chicago
West Division
L Pct
W
37 20 649
San Francisco
526
27
30
Los Angeles
28 28 500
Colorado
26 31 456
San Diego
23 35 397
Arizona
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American League
East Division
L Pct
W
34 24 586

GB
5
6
7
GB
2
1
3/
2
1
5/
634
11

Saturday's Games
Washington 10. Texas 2
N Y Yankees 3, Minnesota 1
Toronto 12, Kansas City 2
San Diego 4, Chicago White Sox 2
Cleveland 7, Colorado 6
Baltimore 4, Houston 1
Boston 7. Tampa Bay 1
Oakland 11, LA Angels 3
Seattle 3. Detroit 2
Sunday's Games
Cleveland 6 Colorado 4
Minnesota 7. N sr Yankees 2
Toronto 4. Kansas City 0
Boston 4, Tampa Bay 0
Texas 2. Washington 0
Baltimore 9. Houston 4
Chicago White Sox 4. San Diego 1
LA Angels at Oakland. 405 p in
Detroit at Seattle, 410 p.m.
Monday's Games
Boston (Lackey 6-3) at Cleveland
(Masterson 2-4) 7 05 p.m.
Seattle (F.Hemandez 7-1) at N.Y.
Yankees (Phelps 1-2), 7-95 p.m
Tampa Bay (Cobb 1-2) at Miami (Wolf
0-1). 7 10 p.m.
Minnesota (Gibson 4-4) at Milwaukee
(Garza 2-4). 7:29 p.m.
Kansas City (Duffy 2-5) at St. Louis
(S Miller 8-4), 810 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Quintana 3-4) at
LA Dodgers (Kershaw 3-2) 10 10 p m

7
2
1
8/
11
2
/
141

Sunday's Games
Cleveland 6 Colorado 4
Atlanta 4, Miami 2
N Y Mets 4 Philadelphia 3. 11 innings
Texas 2. Washington 0
Milwaukee 9, Chicago Cubs 0
Chicago White Sox 4, San Diego 1
San Francisco 8, St Louis 0
Cincinnati at Arizona. 4 10 pin
Pittsburgh at L.A Dodgers. 8107 pm
Monday's Gams
N.Y. Mets (Colon 4-5) at Philadelphia
(R.Hemandez 2-2), 7:05 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Cobb 1-2) at Miami (Wolf
0-1). 7 10 p.m.
Minnesota (Gibson 4-4) at Milwaukee
(Garza 2-4). 7:20 p.m.
Kansas City (Duffy 2-5) at St. Louis
(S Miller 6-4), 810 p.m.
Chicago White Sox (Quintana 3-4) at
LA Dodgers (Kershaw 3-21. 10 10 p in
Pittsburgh (Morton 1-7) at San Diego
(Stauffer 2-1) 10 10 p m

Toronto

334
431
6
1034

26 527
28 27 509
27 29 482
23 34 404
Central Division
L Pct
W
31 21 596
Detroit
500
29
29
Chicago
26 28 481
Minnesota
27 30 474
Cleveland
26 30.464
Kansas City
Most Division
L Pct
W
34 22.607
Oakland
30 25 545
Los Angeles
29 28.509
Texas
27 28.491
Seattle
24 34 414
Houston

New ton,
Baltimore
Boston
Tampa Bay

GB
—
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THE BEST IN COLLEGE SPORTS

•NASCAR...
Kevin Harvick might have
From Page 9A
wished for a longer delay.
applied a quick-drying concrete Harvick's lead at the red flag
mix. Cup races were infamously evaporated because of a flat tire
at not long after racing resumed
potholes
by
delayed
the
and
2004
in
Martinsville
and he fell two laps behind
2010 Daytona 500. McMurray Johnson. Harvick worked his
won at Daytona in 2010.
way back into a 17th-place fin"You knew it was going to ish.
Kyle Busch led the first 81
get worse it' someone didn't
repair it," Keselowski said. "I laps before Johnson passed him.
thought the repair was pretty Busch's bid for a tripleheader
end
good. You could feel it a little sweep at Dover would soon
18 Toyota
No.
the
when
bit."

Ill Soccer...
From Page 9A
block his shot.
Julian Green. the 18-year-old
surprise pick for the U.S. roster,
entered in the 64th for his second international appearance.
He had a great chance two minutes later following a cross by
Graham Zusi but wasted it with
a heavy touch.
Dempsey also scored the
decisive goal against Turkey in
a 2-1 win four years ago in the
last game for the Americans
before they headed to South
Africa. The Crescent Stars,
ranked 39th, finished fourth in
their qualifying group and sent a
young team as they prepare for
the start of 2016 European
Championship qualifying.
Jurgen
coach
U.S.
Klinsmann made three changes
to his starting lineup, changing
his left side by inserting
Chandler in place of DaMarcus
Beasley and Brad Davis in midfield for Alejandro Bedoya
Dempsey started at forward

slammed into the outside wall.
Bowyer moved into Busch's
line, which caused him to wreck
124 laps into the race.
Busch won the Truck Series
race Friday and the Nationwide
race Saturday. He has the only
since
sweep
three-race
NASCAR expanded to three
national series in 1995, accomplishing the feat in 2010 at
Bristol.
- Busch,who did not talk to the
media, is 1 for 9 in Cup races

after winning the first two in the
same weekend.
Busch had some company in
the garage. AJ Allmendinger
turned into Greg Biffle and
Ricky Stenhouse Jr. on Lap 135,
which knocked out the Roush
Fenway Racing teammates.
Biffle, though, later returned to
finish,/ ,
"They were racing hard back
there and he stuck it into a hole
that maybe there wasn't room
for," Biffle said.

THE SEC NETWORK
IS COMING TO DISH
LAUNCHING AUGUST 14, 2014
CALL TODAY
FOR MORE DETAILS!

$34
AVAILABLE WITH
99
GUALIFYING PACKAGES
MO
STARTING AY

na-marananinnalinara anti nvd0

WOOD Electronics

sm.

270-753-0530
in place of Chris Wondolowski.
The U.S. captain had been in the
original lineup for Tuesday's 20 win over Azerbaijan in San
Francisco but was scratched
during warmups because of a
sore groin.
The U.S. used a 4-4-2 formation with a diamond midfield.
Jermaine Jones, who sat deep,
was down for a few minutes
after taking Gokhan Gonul's
hard shot off his chest in the
36th.
Preparing for their seventh
straight World Cup appearance,

the Americans complete their
pre-tournament exhibitions on
Saturday against Nigeria in
Jacksonville, Florida, and are to
arrive at their training base in
Sao Paulo on June 9. They
scrimmage Belgium on June 12,
then play Ghana in their World
Cup opener four days later.
At the World Cup, the
Americans also meet Portugal
on June 22 and Germany four
days later in one of the tougher
first:round groups.
NOTES: Manaus Mayor
Arthur Virgflio Neto, whose

Amazon rain forest city will
host the U.S.-Portugal game,
attended the match. Asked
about Brazil's high crime rate.
Neto said "I spent some time in
New York before Giuliani," a
reference to former New York
City Mayor Rudy Giuliani.
"We're trying to follow his
steps."

•
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Calloway County Soccer Association

to

Time: 9 AM - 12 PM
When: June 16-19
Cost: $150.00
5-18
Ages:
y, Kentucky
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THANK YOU!

of those who cast their votes for
My family and I would like to sincerely thank all
way,whether by putting up a sign,
me,and all of those who have supported me in any
financially, or just taking the time to
talking to your friends and neighbors,donating
ey. I also want to thank my opponent
speak with me about the office of county attorn
and for whom I still have the utand friend, Jeff Roberts, who ran a clean campaign
Jennifer, my parents Steve and Cathy,
most respect. I especially want to thank my wife
went above and beyond anything I
and all the other close friends and family who
this election.
could have asked or hoped for in helping me in
Now looking forward to the November general election, I am excited about the opportunity to discuss my hopes and plans for the
county attorney's office with even more of my
fellow citizens of Calloway County, and I
would greatly appreciate all of your continued
support.

Sincerely,
K Bryan Ernstberger
Candidate for
Calloway County Attorney
Paid for try K Bryan Ernothrrger for County Atierney
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ENTRY FORM
2014 Perkins Motor Plex Community Golf Classic
PHONE

AD[)[ SC,

2

3
4
Entry Form
Entry fee of Sy:ND/Four Person Team Must accompany
n
Donatio
Way
a
United
as
ble
deducti
Entry fee is tax

p: $350.00
Hole Sponsor: $75.00 I TEAM + Hole Sponsorshi

AVAILABLE
SIGN UP TODAY! LIMITED SPACEtion
is complete
once registra
You will be contac ted with your team number

Send Entry Form & Check(s) Made Payabk to:
United Way of Murray Calloway County
607 Poplar Street • Murray, Kent.cky 4207'

For More Information, Coil or Email
net
United Way 770 753-0317 • unitedwayprnurray lky
ce
5171
270-753Commer
of
Chamber

